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Boosting Open Innovation and
Knowledge Transfer in the EU
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
‘The EC, Member States, universities and public research organizations,
corporate sector, financial institutions, local communities and their citizens
have no option but to advocate and to support an open, networked and
collaborative innovation-led growth on which, in different ways, their own
intellectual, operational and financial vitality will increasingly depend’.
Creating value out of knowledge and ideas: is Europe living up to its
potential?
Europe faces two existential challenges: (1) how to create sustainable growth given
the vast overhang of public and private debt and (2) how to do this given the
transformational impact of disruptive technologies (e.g. the impact of the newly
emerging Key Enabling Technologies) on traditional models for business and public
sector organizations (e.g. energy and health), banks, universities and public
research organizations (PROs). Asia and North America face similar challenges.
Evidence on knowledge transfer (KT) suggests there is still a gap when Europe is
compared to the US, even though the Knowledge Transfer Office (KTO) profession
has been maturing all over Europe. While Europe performs better than Japan, we
see a rising level in China that will become a fierce contender in the knowledge
transfer landscape in the decades to come. Furthermore, we see a significant
heterogeneity in Europe. Although heterogeneity is present in the US as well, there
exist significant differences between European countries, both in terms of the critical
mass and professionalism of their KTO functions, such as in their performance,
output and impact. Finally, there is room to improve both the breadth and the depth
of interactions between Europe’s knowledge institutes and industries, although a
multitude of interaction patterns are shaping up and taking form. In other words, KT
is a two-way street that requires all actors to understand the value added by joint
innovation actions.
This results in a mixed message: more should and could be done in Europe, though
it is advocated to thereby focus on selected, future-oriented market pockets as our
scarce resources have to be pointed to the most promising development
opportunities. So far, though, we have been quite effective in what we have done.
An explanation of this effectiveness is the European tradition of collaboration in
science and business. European R&D policy has already propelled collaboration and
KT to the forefront before the current emphasis on Open Innovation took hold in
Europe. The advent of both OI and Triple Helix thinking (emphasizing the multiple,
fruitful, joint actions and interactions between university, government and industry
actors) has put even more emphasis on the collaborative dimension of innovation
activities.
The foundation for creating value out of knowledge and ideas must
continue to rest on a critical mass of public and private investments in
R&D:
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Stick to existing ambition: Stick to and reach the 3% norm regarding public and
private R&D investment as a percentage of EU GDP to improve EU long-term
dynamic innovation and economic competitiveness.
The response to the challenges Europe is facing has to be smart, radical and above
all, innovative, imposing a new urgency on businesses, universities, public research
organizations, financial institutions, intellectual property providers, and government
to work together in a clear-eyed and decisive way.
A new, advanced Open Innovation paradigm: building and funding ecosystems for
co-creation
This report sets out to develop coherent whole of policy recommendations for OI
and KT, across four priority areas where this Expert Group recognizes that actions
must be taken (either at EU, Member State or stakeholder level, depending on the
specificities of the recommendation). For the EU to continuously raise and reach its
growth potential, it has to be innovative and thoroughly enterprising. An
enterprising Union should:
1. Offer better modes of coordination across the economic actors involved in order
to enhance productivity, output and innovation rates. OI and KT imply challenges to
businesses, universities, PROs, financial institutes and governments.
2. Build and grow innovative markets, innovation hubs and networks. There are
challenges to competitiveness, to industrial organization, to demand, to business
models and to social entrepreneurship.
3. Enhance the role of universities as co-creators and as interactive partners in
innovation systems. There are challenges to universities’ co-creation capabilities, to
the design of incentives for academics when working with users and to the
absorptive capacity of academic knowledge within firms. This requires enhancing the
skills for OI and KT across the industry–science spectrum. It involves challenges to
the management and leadership skills within the KT profession as well as the
support of ‘good’ governance practices of universities.
4. Build more innovation-friendly financial instruments and institutions.
particular, create a smart funding ecosystem in which OI and KT can thrive.

In

In order to bring OI and KT to the next, more advanced, level it is essential to build
an ecosystem in which OI and KT, or co-creation, can thrive. The necessary
building blocks for an ecosystem for co-creation are:
Action 1

Put Open Innovation and Knowledge transfer in the spotlight

Action 2

Embrace innovative businesses, grow innovative markets, innovation
hubs and networks

Action 3

Make Universities and PROs more entrepreneurial

Action 4

Smart integration of capital into the ecosystem

An ecosystem for co-creation in turn will breed trust, visibility and transparency. Cocreation ecosystems will thereby act as magnets for innovation and economic
development.
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Action 1: Put Open Innovation and Knowledge transfer in the spotlight
A first priority puts OI and KT in the spotlight.
Knowledge transfer can be seen as major tool for open innovation (OI).
Open Innovation 1.0 implies accelerating internal R&D and innovation along value
chains through transactions between the technological supply- and demand-side.
Open Innovation 2.0, however, moves from bilateral transactions and
collaborations towards networked, multi-collaborative innovation ecosystems. It
means that a specific innovation cannot be seen as an isolated activity without
considering the consequences for its entire economic and social environment. For
instance, the extended use of smart phones has changed customers’ behavior, and
fostered opportunities for further innovations. This co-creation approach to OI is
more than simply sharing of and transacting on resources, risk and reward. It is
about integrating across different value nodes throughout the ecosystem and
thereby creating new markets and more effective business models, which wouldn’t
exist otherwise.
Co-creation refers to the joint development of knowledge through relationships
with specific partners. Relationships can be consortia of competitors, suppliers,
customers as well as universities and PROs. Cooperation is usually characterized by
a profound interaction between parties/partners over a longer period of time.
Within an eco-system, co-creation works on different levels. For instance, external
ideas from users may be captured and integrated by an organization to co-create
platforms with universities and/or other companies. Certain tasks which create value
may be distributed to other individuals or groups. Tools for co-creation can be
traditional
(meetings)
or
developed
online
(platforms,
chatrooms).
This ecosystem approach requires a step change in research, development and
innovation infrastructure as well as smarter incentive schemes for stakeholders. For
instance, one approach to co-creation activities may focus on leveraging various
types of funding mechanisms, accessible to the triple helix partners or by combining
regional, national and European funding schemes to make a specific co-creation
trajectory work. It is obvious that different funding sources can complement and
reinforce each other’s impact on co-creation trajectories.
A precondition for this approach is that all parts of the ecosystem are engaged in
developing ‘exchange’ and ‘absorptive’ capacity. Relevant players take part in and
benefit from it. As such this co-creation approach implies challenges to the Member
States (MS), their businesses, their financial institutions, their universities and
PROs. For instance:
Besides traditionally serving markets, businesses could build new structures to
better absorb externally developed (public or private) knowledge into their
organisations. As such they will not only enhance their co-creation capabilities but
also contribute to the development of new academic knowledge.
Universities and PROs can be more than suppliers of knowledge and talent. They
could grow and build structures that incorporate and respond to the needs of their
users. As a result PROs could become real-time co-creators of new solutions
alongside their basic missions of talent development and knowledge creation.
The financial sector, supporting entrepreneurship, could also go beyond being
suppliers of knowledge and equity to enable innovations. New funding models,
5

based on improved absorption and deeper understanding of the specific innovation
opportunities and needs, could offer benefits in relation to the regions, markets,
sectors and networks they operate.
Last but not least governments (regional, MS, EC) would need to go beyond roles as
regulators or facilitators of grants and become more active and enabling co-players
in the ecosystem. This approach has also implications for monitoring innovation
performance in the co-creation era and for organizing and deploying an effective
and efficient Intellectual Property system.

This leads to the following recommendations:
1. New ambition: Implement a European-wide Open Innovation 2.0 policy
where relevant stakeholders are collaborating along and across industry and sectorspecific value chains to co-create solutions for grand socio-economic and business
challenges. This co-creation process should join forces at the EU, MS and regional
level.
2. Adjust existing ambition: Develop intelligence and monitoring systems on
EU and MS level capturing how well our organizations, institutions and regions
attune to the OI ecosystem needs, and translate their findings into performance
metrics or diagnostic tools of key performance indicators.
3. Adjust existing ambition: Through the implementation of a harmonized
European high quality, informed and influential IP policy, the EU can become
an even more attractive place for creators and users of IP, including public and
private research organizations as well as businesses.

Action 2: Embrace innovative businesses; grow innovative markets,
innovation hubs and networks
A second priority embraces the genesis of innovative businesses. It also adopts
novel approaches to develop competitive markets and growing European economic
hotspots.
Market fragmentation still poses challenges to company growth and development in
Europe. Reducing market fragmentation throughout Europe therefore remains a
high priority, on par with the 3% R&D priority. While reducing market
fragmentation, we also need to stimulate firm growth throughout Europe. From an
OI and KT perspective, this implies creating incentives for major anchor research
institutions and large firms to take advantage of Europe’s vibrant SME community
and its entrepreneurs, and vice versa. In this way, SMEs can be nurtured, since they
can productively connect and anchor into global value chains via collaborative
engagements with large firms.
However, OI does not mean completely free access to knowledge that is
competitively relevant, as we need to ensure the European economy capitalizes on
the OI networks we spur on. The EC is therefore encouraged to actively stimulate
the development and growth of prospective, infant industries while embracing
opportunities for smart specialization clusters to grow and to mature. This is
6

important in order to enable more European start-ups and SMEs to grow into large
firms and to improve leadership skills of EU firms in global competition. In this way,
Europe will provide appropriate answers to the strategies used by our global
competitors such as USA, China and Korea. A revised competition policy will thus
allow Europe to develop competencies and to build scale advantages, thereby
overcoming the constraints posed by our current small firm populations and diverse
country base.
OI, collaboration and competition are an important trinity. OI-based competition
means that collaboration around common (socio-economic or business) challenges is
essential whereby each party brings its competencies and competitive strengths,
often with previously unrecognized synergies. Europe has embraced the
development of smart specialization policies into its remit, but they now should be
made tangible and concrete. We need an evidence-based implementation of smart
specialization strategies.
The overall aim should be to build and maintain
competitive positions in global value chains. Therefore, the implementation should
focus on a) developing the appropriate measures for stimulating and monitoring
cross-border connectivity while b) focusing on the presence and the development of
the awareness, the skills and instrument base that are needed for OI and KT.
Finally, user involvement and engagement are keys to successful innovation
processes. The way in which these users can actively be drawn into innovation
activities is in and of itself a form of social innovation. User-driven innovation and
social innovation therefore often co-evolve. OI offers the perfect approach to
operate at the intersection of this co-evolution, because nearly each implementation
of a radical (technological) innovation also signals a need for significant changes in
social relationships and collaborations. This symbiotic relationship is captured by the
shared value innovation concept. It offers a novel approach to innovation
management and policy that explicitly focuses on the highly valuable and relevant
intersection of (social and market) innovation. For instance, new solutions in the
healthcare sector can be a result of co-creation between academic and economic
actors as well as civil society (such as patient groups). Technological opportunities
for shared innovation and engineering trajectories are obviously present in the Key
Enabling Technologies that will now spread across Europe.
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This leads to the following recommendations:
3. New ambition: It should be a core aim of the EC to stimulate firm growth by
reducing European market fragmentation, while fostering faster market access
and development through OI and KT practices. To this end, the EC is
encouraged to reconsider its competition policy frameworks and allow for
stimulating the development and growth (or scaling-up) of prospective, infant
industries while at the same time maintaining a dynamic competitive single market
environment.
4. Make existing initiatives tangible and concrete: Now that the EC has embraced
smart specialization as a policy concept, it should develop a tangible and real
‘smart specialization’ strategy framework in order to operationalize and to
capture pan-European, cross-border specialization and collaboration opportunities.

5. New ambition: Actively stimulate and support user-driven innovation by
translating and connecting major societal challenges into market opportunities. This
could be done while using a shared value innovation model, empowering our
user-citizens and embracing OI business models through stimulating access to
novel Key Enabling Technologies (KETs) in such areas as health, energy, Big Data,
etc.

Action 3: Make Universities and PROs more entrepreneurial
A third priority focuses on encouraging Europe’s universities and PROs to become
still more entrepreneurial. The role of universities and PROs as co-creators in
innovation systems needs to be further enhanced. This provides challenges a) to
Universities’ co-creation capabilities, b) to the design of incentives for academics
when working with users and c) to the absorptive capacity of academic knowledge
within firms.
The arrangements in many EU universities and PROs have been reported to be still
too bureaucratic. The focus seems to be more on managing innovation relationships
rather than supporting the delivery of outputs. Evidence suggests that individual
scientists are the strongest source of initiating interactions with the stakeholders of
innovation ecosystems – often with limited involvement of university administrators.
It is important to focus on nurturing and accelerating the development of
universities and PROs into entrepreneurial institutions, so that they may become
catalysts of Triple Helix interactions. For this to happen, the role of scientists as
knowledge providers would need to be complemented with a role as co-creators.
Furthermore, the role of knowledge transfer offices (KTOs) would have to be
transformed from isolated entities into fully embedded professional service units
within universities and research organizations.
Universities and PROs should therefore be encouraged to develop and adopt a
Charter and Code in their Entrepreneurial and Innovation Policy. This Charter and
Code in universities and PROs’ is not about implementing more rules, but about
ensuring that their scientists are encouraged to actively embrace more
entrepreneurial objectives. This must also allow for more strategic flexibility at the
national and regional level, accepting that research institutions become more
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autonomous and rewarded for their dedicated and targeted contributions to the
innovation ecosystem.
Professionalism must be linked to the new imperative of open innovation. Measures
should be put in place to ensure that OI and KT as a ‘profession’ is recognized in
universities and PROs, in order to update the skills to support OI. Skill development
should be aimed at a) developing the entrepreneurial and innovation skills of
scientists and b) the legal, administrative and coordination skills of support staff
that facilitates this.
An appropriate incentive schemes should be further developed to stimulate
scientists, academics and KTO staff to engage in co-creation processes with the
users of their knowledge. This involves recognition of the entrepreneurial
engagements of academics/scientists beyond the traditional recognition of
publications and scientific impact. It also involves willingness to support the services
provided by KTOs to engage in different co-creation mechanisms with businesses,
social institutions, governments, and citizens etc. These incentives should be
incorporated into performance indicators for career progression. This should be
anchored at stakeholder (University/PRO) level.
Thus, our proposed Charter and Code in policies and practices for making
universities and PROs more entrepreneurial and innovative should aim to stimulate
scientists to become co-creators with the stakeholders of innovation ecosystems.
Those measures can also be integrated in the HRS4R policy that is now gaining
ground within a plethora of EU universities and PROs.
The EC thus needs to support and encourage the adoption of good practices that
enables universities and PROs to co-create knowledge with their collaborative
partner-innovators. Research institutes need to be supported to adopt good
practices when engaging with users. This enables them to build trustworthy,
transparent and long-term relationships with those users. It means that universities
and PROs need to implement effective strategies to reap the full benefits of cocreation.
This leads to the following recommendations:
7. New ambition: MS and the EC should stimulate universities and PROs to develop
and adopt a Charter and Code on their entrepreneurial and innovation Policy. This
policy code can build upon the same approach as the ‘HR Strategy for Researchers’
(HRS4R). The articulation and adoption the code should be recognized as a quality
label, for instance in funding programs.
8. New ambition: The EC needs to put measures in place to ensure that ‘OI and KT’
as a ‘profession’ is recognized in universities and PROs, in order to update the skills
to support OI. The Knowledge Transfer Offices (KTOs) should play a central role in
this process of professional development and maturation.
9. Adjust existing ambition: European universities and PROs need to adopt
appropriate incentive schemes for scientists and KTO staff to engage in co-creation
processes with the users of the knowledge they generate. These should be
incorporated into performance indicators for career progression. These should be
anchored on University-PRO level.
9

Action 4: Smart integration of capital in the ecosystem
In order to stimulate innovation, policymakers mainly focus on creating
environments that favor Triple Helix collaborations, often directed at the
establishment of knowledge-intensive service clusters. Despite its clear benefits, the
Triple Helix model does not include all the drivers for knowledge production,
innovation and growth. This is where the civil society (fourth helix) and natural
environment (fifth helix) come into play. Those two novel dimensions are
increasingly needed to provide incentives to the ‘Triple Helix actors’ to engage.
There are, however, also problems with pushing the quadruple or quintuple helix
models too far: a) the extended innovation models prove difficult to implement as
they heavily rely on the actors’ willingness and ability to think and act beyond their
own functional boundaries, and b) the models arguably put too much emphasis on
the interrelations of human and social capital in the process of innovation and
collaboration. The importance of financial capital and financially driven incentives
thereby tends to be ignored.
These financial incentives are necessary to accelerate growth and achieve market
leadership. Venture capitalists (VCs) and other risk capital providers can and must
play a crucial role not only in the area of KT and OI, but also as ‘social impact’
investors that attempt to solve global economic, social and environmental problems,
such as global warming and healthy ageing. This brings us to the financial
challenges that policymakers and governments face in building a VC ecosystem:
First, it is important to bring the ‘private sector’/private investors back to the VC
market in Europe. Clearly, VCl is needed to get the start-up companies through the
valley of death. Private capital is not only needed to effectively address the
financing and funding gaps in proof of concept projects and the early to mid-stage
development of start-up companies, but also in the growth phase of promising SMEs
in Europe. The focus on funding and supporting SMEs is important to encourage KT
and OI in the EU. To help SMEs get through the valley(s) of death while developing
and growing will undoubtedly further leverage KT and OI initiatives. It is here that a
’funding ecosystem’ plays a crucial role. For instance, empirical research shows that
high potential growth SMEs thrive in well-developed VC ecosystems.
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How can a funding ecosystem be created, which is better and more accessible to
SMEs?
A straightforward answer is: The introduction of smart co-investment schemes in which
European public funding is used to provide a leverage effect to investments from the private
sector.
a) In order to make a SME instrument ‘smart’, private and public investors should jointly act as
diligent lead financiers. Co-financing of SMEs by investors is a must. Serial entrepreneurs/fund
managers could act as coaches to the SMEs. Probably most important is that the funds need to
operate as ‘public–private partnerships’ in which public funds are pooled with capital from
private investors. These partnerships are preferably managed by private sector fund managers
who are not only in a better position to pick ‘winners’, but also ensure that the funds are
connected to the existing VC industry.
b) The government acts as a strategic investor. Its main objective and interest is the
development of a robust funding ecosystem. Here it should be recommended that government
initiatives typically are organized as ‘revolving programs’, which means that the government
participates in the distribution of returns and interests from initial investments. However,
unlike most government support programs, a new SME program should be ‘smarter’ and
designed to attract and incentivize private investors, such as cash rich corporations and family
offices. One way to do this is to split the profits disproportionally.
c) But there is more. Corporate investment and partnering with universities’ and PROs’ OI and
KT programs, as well as with innovative SMEs and venture investors, hold great potential for
growth in the medium and long term. However, corporate investments need to be actively
encouraged by the EC. Particular attention should be given to the interests of SMEs so that
corporate investment programs seek a win–win partnership with them. A smart EU-wide
Accompanying Measure to foster collaborative corporate venturing programs could lead to a
substantial increase of the capital available to investment in PRO programs as well as
innovative SMEs.

We already observe an increasing interest in investments in European SMEs, which
offers an excellent opportunity for the introduction of smart financing schemes.
Consider for instance the corporate investors and family offices which have started
to play an important role in the European VC industry. Also investors from the US
are willing to invest more in European start-up companies. It should be noted that
private investors are also experimenting with collaborative funding models.
Important examples are corporations which increasingly become anchor or general
investors in VC funds and the micro-VCs.
Second, most MS and their regions have very active policies and incentives to
encourage more and better private investment. This is good, but the problem is that
they are not aligned with each other and all too often not aligned with the needs of
private investors. Also, policies and incentives vary from country to country, even
from region to region and sometimes from one government to the next. The
conditions created by this patchwork of uncoordinated incentives and policies have
resulted in a fragmented, opaque and unstable framework which is perceived as
unattractive for investors looking at investing for the long term. Therefore, it is
recommended to support national/regional policymakers to develop smarter
incentives for private investors in national or regional initiatives and investment
schemes. Obviously, it is not being recommended that one policy framework be
created, nor that national or regional policy schemes be standardized, but rather
that more awareness is facilitated among policymakers to install smarter incentives
and investment schemes that are attractive to private investors and encourage
decisions to make medium- to long-term investments in innovation and KT. The
11

principles for creating smart incentives for private investors are outlined in the
report.
Third, stimulate collaborative funding platforms. Crowdfunding has evolved from a
way to finance creative projects (such as films) into a new type of entrepreneurial
finance which has the potential to significantly change the VC ecosystem.
Accessibility and speed are the key drivers behind the emergence and development
of crowdfunding platforms. What is even more important, is the emergence of online
platforms that streamline the fundraising/investment process by matching high
potential growth SMEs with investors and letting investors syndicate deals. In this
regard, online platforms can stimulate the emergence of collaborative funding
models and encourage long-term investments. Most commentators claim that the
impact of crowdfunding on the innovation ecosystem is exaggerated. Still, we argue
that equity-based crowdfunding or similar online initiatives have the potential to
become a serious alternative to traditional start-up funding if angel investors, family
offices, corporate VC funds and Venture Capitalists also start working off the
crowdfunding platforms.
Fourth, give attention to the liquidity gap in the ecosystem. One important effect of
the sluggish Initial Public Offering (IPO) market is the focus on deregulation and the
emergence of a new generation of securities markets. These deregulated markets
are considered important to stimulate entrepreneurial activity and attract VC.
However, the introduction of these new markets and accompanying deregulatory
measures are often not successful. One of the reasons is that founders of emerging
growth companies increasingly believe that it is in the best interest of the company
to remain private as long as possible.
This development has led to another gap to be bridged in the funding ecosystem:
A liquidity gap.
In order to bridge the liquidity gap, there
is a growing need to develop platforms
or encourage other arrangements that
can facilitate pre-IPO trading in the
shares of non-listed VC-backed firms. It
is therefore not surprising that (1)
companies
build
relationships
with
private equity firms (e.g., Twitter and
Blackrock) to provide pre-IPO liquidity to
employees, (2) NASDAQ enters into a
joint venture with a private company
shares platform and (3) the Securities
and Exchange Board in India announced plans to allow SMEs to list their shares
without an initial public offering (IPO) in October 2013. It could be argued that
these trading platforms/arrangements will become a critical component of the VC
ecosystem and therefore more attention should be given to establish a pre-IPO
market (as they can bridge the liquidity gap in the ecosystem and reduce the
fragmentation of the VCl industry).
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This leads to the following recommendations:
10. New ambition: Based upon private–public initiatives, the EC must introduce and
encourage the establishment of co-investment schemes to address the financing
and funding gaps in the innovation ecosystem in Europe.
11. New ambition: Develop smart incentives and instruments that foster
collaborative investments. Corporate investors, banks, pension funds, insurance
companies, angel investors, family offices, foundations, (sovereign) wealth funds
and alternative asset managers need to be convinced that investing in innovation
and entrepreneurship makes sense from a financial and strategic perspective in the
medium- to long-term, i.e. that it will deliver attractive, sustainable financial and/or
strategic returns at an appropriate risk profile. The guiding principles for creating
smart incentives are outlined in the report.
12. New ambition: The EC must stimulate the emergence and development of online
collaborative funding platforms, including crowdfunding, where capital accessibility
and speed are the key drivers (see Annex 2).
13. Attention needed: More attention should be given to the ‘liquidity gap’ in
Europe. Policymakers in Europe should not only focus on the recovery of the IPO
market, but also on the establishment of a pre-IPO market for equity- and debtfinancing. One important effect of the sluggish IPO market is the focus on
deregulation and the emergence of a new generation of securities markets.
A new, advanced Open Innovation policy paradigm - As genuine co-creators
EU stakeholders must be more open, more networked, more collaborative, and more
absorptive of external ideas - enabled by the establishment of smart, innovative coinvestment schemes.
EU stakeholders (businesses, universities, PROs, financial institutions, citizens and
governments) have no option but to sponsor open, networked and collaborative
innovation-led growth on which -in different ways- their own intellectual, operational
and financial vitality will increasingly depend. If implemented well, these
recommendations will enable the EU to get more value for the money invested in
education, R&D and innovation. It will provide better access to finance (particularly
for SMEs) and smarter and more ambitious governance and regulation of our
knowledge domains. That is why Europe needs to put the emphasis on stimulating
OI and KT among all these stakeholders.

The European Expert Group on
Open Innovation and Knowledge Transfer
9 December 2013
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Open Innovation and Knowledge
Transfer: Key elements in the policy
agenda of the European Commission
The gradual emergence of the EU from the economic and financial crisis, coupled
with the need to tackle global challenges and exploit opportunities has rendered
innovation more crucial than ever. Opportunities and challenges such as climate
change, sustainability, green growth, health and an ageing population, the digital
economy, big data and the ‘Internet of Things’ all involve the introduction of
innovative solutions.
At least twenty years of EU-level innovation policy has attained remarkable
outcomes and has been responsible for a continuous improvement of Europe’s
innovation performance. However, the world is changing rapidly and so is the pace
at which innovations are introduced in the economy worldwide. For the EU to secure
its global competitive edge, it has to adopt a market-driven approach to innovation.
To address this need for a change in its approach to innovation, the European
Commission (EC) presented a comprehensive innovation strategy from research to
retail. The Innovation Union is one of the seven flagship initiatives of the Europe
2020 Strategy, which was agreed by Member States (MS) in June 2010. Horizon
2020, the financial instrument implementing the Innovation Union, was also agreed
upon by MS and the European Parliament. It is a EU Research and Innovation
programme with nearly €80 billion of funding available over 7 years (2014 to 2020)
– in addition to the private investment that this money will attract.
The Innovation Union initiative sets out the directions that the EU research and
innovation policy must take to help to solve the grand challenges of our times. In
particular, the European Council concluded that1: "Europe needs a unified research
area to attract talent and investment. Remaining gaps must therefore be addressed
rapidly and the European Research Area completed by 2014 to create a genuine
single market for knowledge, research and innovation."
In order to step up this political initiative the EC adopted in 2012 the
Communication "A Reinforced European Research Area Partnership for Excellence
and Growth". The aim of this Communication is to build upon what has been
achieved so far and enter into a reinforced partnership with MS and stakeholders to
deliver on key priorities. The goal is to create an area in which researchers, scientific
knowledge and technology circulate freely and through which the Union and its MS
strengthen their scientific and technological bases, their competitiveness and their
capacity to collectively address grand challenges. ERA should become reality in
2014. One of the priorities of ERA is the transfer of scientific knowledge.
The EC has committed to developing a comprehensive policy approach to open
innovation and knowledge transfer, and to consulting stakeholders on it. For this
purpose a high level expert group was set up at the end of 2012.
The members of the Expert Group and their biographies are listed at the
end of this report.

1

European Council Conclusions February 2011; European Council Conclusions March 2012.
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Figure 1. European Union policy channels to boost knowledge transfer and open
innovation

Europe 2020 Strategy
↑
Innovation Union ← Horizon 2020
↑
European Research Area (ERA)
↑
Knowledge Transfer and Open Innovation Expert Group

The Expert Group adopts a stakeholder approach, focusing on the various interlinked roles played by businesses, universities, financial institutions, providers of the
intellectual capital base, and an enterprising Union including its Member States.

A need for action
The Expert Group on open innovation and knowledge transfer was set up under the
EU Capacities Work Programme2. The policy aim of the group is to support the
coherent development of Research Policies and to strengthen the evidence base and
monitor performance.
As stated in the terms of reference:
“The objective of this Expert Group is to support the development of a
comprehensive policy approach on OI [Open Innovation] and KT [Knowledge
Transfer]. The in-depth analyses of the Expert Group should include the implications
of the current movement towards OI on existing KT policies, actors and
stakeholders.”
In order to meet the objective, the Expert Group was asked to consider:


Is Europe less good than others in 'valorizing' knowledge?



What can be done to foster knowledge sharing and utilisation and by whom (EC,
MS, Stakeholders)?

2

See section C1 of EU Capacities Work Programme, European Commission C (2012) 4526 of 09 July 2012.
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Approach and report structure
Rather than addressing explicitly whether Europe less good than others in
'valorizing' knowledge (i.e. is there a ‘valorization’ gap’?), the expert group
considered whether Europe performs below its potential in creating value out of
knowledge and ideas.
The goal of our recommendations is to provide a roadmap of how Europe can
improve the performance of Open Innovation (OI) and Knowledge Transfer (KT) to
promote a smooth, direct, and successful transfer of our research base, including
public research, to a competitive market environment. In particular, we will
recommend policy actions that promote businesses and universities collaborating as
co-creators to solve socio-economic and business challenges. We also address how
the European boost OI and KT from concept to market via appropriate financial
instruments and intellectual capital, as well as via an enterprising Union, which
should act as a convenor and co-player in the EU’s innovation ecosystem.
In order to achieve these goals, priorities for policy actions at three levels (EU,
national, institutional-regional) are set out.
To support the creation of a genuine single market for knowledge and research
without fragmentation, we have decided to build upon the challenges set out in the
‘Innovation Union’. The expert group also build upon the actions identified by the
European Research Area (ERA) Communication concerning how the untapped
potential of OI and KT can be realized. Where applicable, the implications for
funding programmes are also considered (for instance Horizon 2020).
To ensure that the policies to boost OI and KT in the EU were joined up, and to
avoid further fragmentation, the group is adopting a stakeholder approach, focusing
on the various inter-linked roles played by businesses (Action 2), universities
(Action 3), financial institutions (Action 4), and an enterprising Union (Conclusion)
including governments. The need to put OI and KT, including our intellectual capital
base, in the spotlight is dealt with up front (Action 1).
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Action 1: Put Open Innovation and
knowledge transfer in the spotlight
Priorities and policy recommendations
1)

Confident and effective public and private investment in Research and
Development: Stick to and reach the 3% norm regarding public and private
research and development investment as a percentage of EU GDP to improve
EU long-term dynamic innovation and economic competitiveness.

Current EU spending is 1.9% of EU GDP on research and development. Encourage
each Member State (MS) to reach the 3% R&D intensity as percentage of GDP. Only
by sticking to that objective will Europe be able to attain the critical mass of
innovation efforts that should propel it to the global economic forefront. To achieve
this goal, stimulate at an EU, MS and regional level further private innovation efforts
by a reliable, innovation-friendly regulatory environment and by smart and
harmonized fiscal incentives, such as tax credits, public procurement regulation,
innovation vouchers, etc. In addition to that, continue funding collaborative
projects, to address societal challenges at an EU, MS and regional level.

2)

From Open Innovation 1.0 to Ecosystem Innovation: Implement a Europeanwide Open Innovation 2.0 policy where relevant stakeholders in Europe from
academia, business, government, and society are collaborating along and
across industry and sector-specific value chains to co-create solutions for the
grand socio-economic challenges (e.g. sustainability and health) and for
business challenges (e.g. new business models). This co-creation process
should join forces at the EU, Member State and regional level.

This ecosystem approach requires a step change in research, development and
innovation infrastructure as well as smarter incentive schemes for stakeholders.
Mechanisms can include co-creation between various types of funding mechanisms,
between the triple helix3 partners (business, academia and government), or
between regional, national and European funding. These different funding sources
can complement and reinforce each other’s impact: Traditionally, Europe has tried
to achieve this in a top-down manner through setting a strategic innovation agenda
to which actors from various MS and regions can adhere. Now we recommend also
implementing a bottom-up approach where actors, who join forces to set up specific
innovation infrastructures and strategies (e.g. via a pilot) are able to leverage the
regional and national funding sources they have mobilized with European funding in
order to ‘fast track’ innovation. In other words, rather than just attempting to
complement EU funding with local funding, we advocate to leverage local
investment with EU funding when dynamic, entrepreneurial actors have joined
forces already. In order to make Open Innovation 2.0 really work, the deep
awareness, the skill base and the instrument base of OI frameworks and approaches
should be monitored and stimulated throughout European innovation programming
for and across all actors involved.

3

Triple Helix is a concept referring to the collaboration of university, government and industry: see Action 3.
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3)

Intellectual Property regime fit for Open Innovation 2.0: Through the
implementation of a harmonized European high quality, informed and influential
IP policy, the EU can become an even more attractive place for creators and
users of IP, including public and private research organizations as well as
businesses.

The European Intellectual Property (IP) system could benefit from allowing the
recognition and adoption of flexible and accessible intellectual property mechanisms
for our firms and for the management of university–business interactions. Firms that
use IP protection strategies generally rely upon bundles of both formal and informal
mechanisms. Such bundles include not only patents and copyright, but also
trademarks, design rights, open source and creative commons, private commons,
publications, secrecy, and non-disclosure agreements. These bundles also include
more informal IP such as restricted access to information, the role of fast innovation
cycles and complex product design, and cultivating commitment, trust and loyalty.
It is therefore recommended that Triple Helix actors understand and adopt a
portfolio approach towards managing IP in this Open Innovation 2.0 environment.
4)

Diagnostic tools for measuring process and economic performance of Open
Innovation and Knowledge Transfer: Develop intelligence and monitoring
systems capturing how well our organizations, institutions and regions attune to
the open innovation ecosystem needs, and translate their findings into
performance metrics or diagnostic tools of key performance indicators.

This approach for new diagnostic tools differs from traditional indicators (such as
size, turnover or number of patents), which neglect how well organizations act as
co-creators in driving growth and welfare. In other words, develop, implement and
monitor indicator systems that capture ‘connectivity’ in the burgeoning innovation
ecosystems that should emerge as a result of the interaction and the joint
leveraging of European innovation instruments and funding with local innovation
instruments and funding.
The recommendations are explained in more detail below.
Implications
1.1 Confident and effective public and private investment in R&D
One of the major instruments Europe has been operating in order to build a strong
R&D and innovation area in Europe is the 3% norm: first by 2010, then by 2020,
the public and private investments on R&D within Europe should reach a target of
3% based on GDP. Today’s figure (1.94% for EU27) is far off that mark. This fact
leads to a dual message:
On the one hand, the EU has invested substantially less on R&D than its
counterparts. It should not be forgotten, that already in the 1950s the US spent
between 2.5% and 3% of its GDP on R&D. The US has maintained this effort
consistently over the last 60 years. Japan has also invested considerably higher
amounts of its GDP in R&D (2.8% to 3% in recent years) than the EU over the same
period. In recent years we also see that China has understood this message and is
building an endogenous R&D and innovation base at significant speed.
The R&D investment within EU yields a substrate of scientific insights on which to
base an innovation-driven and entrepreneurial business climate. Because of
Europe’s relative underinvestment it definitely has a disadvantage here compared to
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other regions of the world. Its critical mass of R&D on which to build new business
and innovations is more restricted than that of the US and Japan. To keep up with
its major counterparts, the EU’s R&D and innovation base requires further
continuous and sustained private and public investment to reach the same critical
mass as the one present in countries like the US and Japan.
As is shown in the Table 1, the R&D investments of European MS are highly variable
and differing, with the Scandinavian countries reporting R&D expenditures in excess
of the 3% target, while countries like Italy still do not reach 1.5%. Needless to say,
this heterogeneity has a serious impact (and also puts a serious strain) on both the
intensity and the performance of OI and KT activities4 across Europe.
On the other hand, Europe’s innovation performance, in terms of having the
capability to bring new scientific insights to business and market fruition, has been
considerable in certain areas namely, telecoms, chemistry, life sciences,
pharmaceuticals and automotive. Despite a more limited critical mass, Europe has in
those important markets excelled in turning research knowledge into valuable
innovations. This points to the effectiveness of the European R&D and innovation
system in particular market pockets.
Recent empirical studies by ProTon5 and ASTP6 clearly demonstrate that knowledge
transfer (KT) activities in Europe have steadily increased their levels of performance
over the last decade. However, compared to the US with a longer tradition in KT
activities, Europe in general still lags behind. Nevertheless, we perform better on
certain output indicators, for instance, a 2010 ASTP study shows that it takes 87.9
million PPP$ research expenditures to create one spin-off company in the US versus
53.8 million PPP$ in Europe.

4
5
6

Definitions of Open Innovation and Knowledge Transfer follow in Action 1, section 1.2.
Proton, The Proton Europe Ninth Annual Survey Report, 2012.
ASTP, Survey for Fiscal Year 2008, Respondent Report, 2010.
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Table 1. GERD as a percentage of GDP

Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Finland
France
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Luxemburg
Netherlands
Norway
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Slovakia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
EU27

2003

2005

2007

2009

2011

1.87

1.83

1.89

2.03

2.04 (p)

1.20

1.35

1.48

1.47

1.84

2.58

2.46

2.58 (a)

3.16

3.09 (cp)

2.54

2.51

2.53

2.82

2.84 (c)

3.44

3.48

3.47

3.94

3.78

2.18

2.11

2.08

2.27

2.25

0.57

0.60

0.60 (c)

0.94 (d)

0.94

0.98

1.17

1.21

1.16

1.25

1.29

1.76 (c)

1.72 (cp)

1.10

1.09

1.17

1.26

1.25 (p)

1.65

1.56

1.58 (c)

1.72

1.43 (cp)

1.92

1.90

1.8

1.82

2.04 (ap)

1.71

1.51

1.59

1.76

1.64 (p)

2.24 (c)

2.46 (c)

2.51

2.71

2.75 (cp)

0.54

0.57

0.57

0.67

0.77

0.71

0.78

1.17

1.64

1.49 (p)

0.57

0.51

0.46

0.48

0.68

1.05

1.12

1.27

1.39

1.33

3.80 (m)

3.56 (a)

3.40

3.60

3.37 (ac)

1.71

1.72

1.72

1.81

1.79

1.76 (b)

1.74 (b)

1.77 (b)

1.92 (b)

1.94(bp)

The production of one licence agreement in Europe, however, costs 19.1 million
PPP$ in research expenditure versus 13.5 million PPP$ in the US. A recent ProTon
report (2012) shows that European KTOs on average create 549 spin-offs a year
while their US counterparts reach 671 (ProTon 2011 data). The yearly number of
licences and options amounts to 6,051 (US) versus 5,477 (Europe) (ProTon 2011
data). The same ProTon data report a difference in invention disclosures of 21,856
(US) versus 6,337 (Europe). However, in interpreting these last numbers we must
take into account the differing institutional IP contexts between the US and the
different EU countries. In addition, we must admit that there is quite some variance
in outputs reported across various surveys (see Table 3.3, p. 25, ProTon 2012
report). Finally, both in Europe and the US, there is a considerable skew both in KTO
characteristics and performance, with the top percentiles of KTOs accounting for
significantly higher output levels than their counterparts in the other percentiles.
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What do those studies and their results imply?
First, they demonstrate that, although the KTO profession has been maturing all
over Europe, there still is a performance gap to be closed when compared to the US.
In addition, and while Europe performs better than Japan, we see a rising activity
level in China that will become a fierce contender in the KT landscape in the decade
to come.
Second, they demonstrate significant heterogeneity. Although heterogeneity is
present in the US as well, the various surveys underline the significant differences
that exist between European countries, both in terms of the critical mass and
professionalism of their KTO functions, such as in the performance, output and
impact of those KTO functions. A recent empirical study on the entrepreneurial
performance of European universities (Research Policy, 2011) emphasizes the
critical relationship between critical mass, professionalism and performance.
Third, they demonstrate that, although a multitude of interaction patterns between
Europe’s knowledge institutes and industries are shaping up and taking form, there
is room to improve both the breadth and the depth of those interactions. In other
words, KT is a two-way street that requires all actors to understand the value added
by joint innovation actions.
When looking at innovation policy and innovation performance in the EU, we have a
mixed message: more could and should be done, though in selected market
pockets, we have been effective in what we have done so far.
One of the explanations for these mixed results is the European tradition of
collaboration in science and business. Before the current emphasis on OIin Europe
took hold, European R&D policy had already propelled collaboration and KT to the
forefront. The advent of both OI and Triple Helix thinking (of university, government
and industry collaboration, see Action 3) has put even more emphasis on the
collaborative dimension of innovation activities.
Proposed specific actions relating to public and private R&D and innovation
investments are:


Stimulate public and private investment in R&D and Innovation in order to
achieve the minimum level of 3% with respect to EU GDP.



Stimulate private investment in R&D and innovation at EU, MS and regional level
by providing reliable, innovation-friendly regulatory frameworks and fiscal
instruments, such as project funding and public procurement, innovation
vouchers and tax credits.
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1.2 From Open Innovation to ecosystem innovation
1.2.1 Open Innovation 1.0: Open approaches to accelerate internal R&D
and innovation along value chains
The EC elaborated on a notion of Open Innovation (OI), focusing on how companies
develop collaborative approaches to R&D, by combining in-house and external
resources, aiming to maximize economic value from their intellectual property, even
when this is not directly linked to their core business.7
In this original version of OI it was defined as the purposeful outflow and inflow of
knowledge into the innovation process8. This includes e.g. the search for new
technologies outside of the firm´s R&D department, the integration of customers’
ideas, the co-development with suppliers and the spin-off of new businesses not
fitting the core strategy. OI is here a strategic decision of the company to increase
and accelerate innovativeness and/or efficiency by using external resources. This
approach to innovation management is widespread in Europe although the degree of
openness varies in companies with different strategic approaches and sizes. OI is in
this context naturally not the cure for every problem and there are still good
reasons (e.g. confidentiality, lack of expertise outside the company, weak
collaboration culture within the company or within an industry, more focus on
incremental innovation) to apply differently intensive OI strategies. Still, mastering
OIin order to explore its full potential is regarded as challenging, especially for
SMEs, because of resource constraints in collaborative business models with small
and big companies and in cross-industry innovation (learning from other industries)
to name a few. Thus, Open Innovation 1.0 is based on transferring knowledge,
expertise and even resources from one company or research institution to another.
1.2.2 Knowledge transfer as a major tool for open innovation
Knowledge transfer (KT) is a concept used broadly to describe the flow of (scientific)
knowledge between research organizations (including universities and PROs) and
business, with the objective of creating socio-economic impact through promoting
better use of the (public) research base. This concept replaced the formerly used
‘technology transfer’ (TT) to reflect the wider knowledge base than just technology
being transferred. Nowadays the term ‘knowledge exchange’ is used instead to
reflect the fact that the flow of knowledge is neither one-dimensional in the direction
‘research organization to industry’, nor only between the players on this scale. This
concept evolution generally reflects the subsequent change of perception of the
research–business interaction from a linear and one-dimensional flow to a complex
structured process involving many different players – academic institutions,
enterprises, governmental agencies and municipalities, and communities. In short,
KT is about treating public research as a strategic resource in transferring and
applying basic research into marketable products and services.
On the other hand, only if the knowledge can be absorbed from the desired
company or research institution can it be beneficially used to increase
innovativeness or efficiency. Certain problems can arise e.g. related to the
collaborative capabilities of employees, the lack of search abilities, the cognitive
distance between the knowledge possessed and desired. Successful KT also requires

7

8

European Commission (2007): Communication from the commission. Improving knowledge transfer
between research institutions and industry across Europe. DG for Research Directorate C – Knowledge
Based Economy. DG for Enterprise and Industry Directorate D – Innovation Policy.
Chesbrough, H.W. (2003): The Era of Open Innovation, MIT Sloan Management Review, 44, 3, 35.
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the willingness and ability of the actors involved to understand and communicate
complex scientific technical content within sometimes very diverse cross-disciplinary
and cross-cultural university and business environments.
1.2.3 Open Innovation 2.0: from bilateral collaboration towards innovation
ecosystems
Open Innovation 2.0 means, on the one hand, that a specific innovation cannot be
seen as an isolated activity without considering the consequences for its entire
economic and social environment. For instance, the invention and the extended use
of smart phones have significantly changed customers’ behaviour, created by this
new market and fostering new opportunities for further innovations. On the other
hand, close collaboration, interaction and exchange among all stakeholders in an
innovation ecosystem addressing business and social opportunities or challenges can
lead to higher impact of innovations. These incorporate the development of a new
products, services and/or business models to address relevant socio-economic
issues such as green growth, health care, nutrition, sustainable energy supply or the
digital economy.
Stakeholders and participants in such an ecosystem can include business entities,
universities, intermediate public and private research organizations, but also
governmental organizations and agencies as well as citizens, societal interest groups
and entities of the financial sector. Within such an ecosystem the relevant
participants engage with each other, through multiple channels, even by the means
of pooling their internal resources and equipment, including knowledge, technology,
finance, people, markets, and data.
This co-creation approach to OI is more than simply sharing resources, risk and
reward. It envelops the integration of the entire innovation ecosystem and thereby
is about creating new markets and more effective business models and integrating
supply chains, which would not exist otherwise. A precondition for this is that all
parts of the innovation ecosystem are engaged in developing ‘exchange’ and
especially ‘absorptive capacity’ to take part in it and benefit from it. While cocreation formerly meant cooperation between (mainly) complementary partners
through alliances, cooperation, and joint ventures during which give and take are
crucial for success, in an ecosystem co-creation works on different levels.
Organizations can for example integrate external ideas from customers or users, can
co-create their platforms based on those ideas with a university or another company
and can distribute certain tasks of value creation to other individuals or groups.
Tools used for co-creation can be traditional, such as workshops, meetings and
projects, or online tools, such as platforms, social networks, virtual working spaces
or chat rooms.
Co-creation refers to the joint development of knowledge through relationships with
specific partners. Examples of relationships are consortia of competitors9, suppliers
and customers10, joint ventures and alliances11, as well as with universities and

9

Hagedoorn, J. (1993): Understanding the rationale of strategic technology partnering: Interorganizational
modes of cooperation and sectoral differences, Strategic Management Journal, 14, 5, 371–385;
Ingham, M. and Mothe, C. (1998): How to learn in R&D partnership?, R&D Management, 28 (4), 249–
260.
10
von Hippel, E. (2005): Democratizing Innovation, MIT Press: Boston MA.
11
Hamel, G. (1991): Competition for competence and inter-partner learning within international strategic
alliances, Strategic Management Journal, 12, 83–104; Mowery, D.C., Oxely, J. E. and Silvermann, B. S.
(1996): Strategic alliances and interfirm knowledge transfer, Strategic Management Journal, 17, 77–
92.
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research institutes12. Cooperation is usually characterized by a profound interaction
between parties over a longer period of time13.
The Open Innovation 2.0 concepts have various implications for different
stakeholders and participants, which will be addressed in more detail in the following
sections (Actions 2–4) and recommendations of this report.


Markets are not just spaces and places where supply and demand for goods and
services meet, but they underpin the design of business models, networks,
sectors and places (see also Action 2).



Besides traditionally serving markets, business entities will build new structures
to better absorb externally developed knowledge from public and private
knowledge spheres into their organizations if beneficial. They will then in
addition enhance their co-creation capabilities to contribute to the development
of new academic knowledge (see also Actions 2 and 3).



Universities and PROs are not just suppliers of knowledge and talent, but must
be ready to grow and build structures which incorporate the needs of their
users, be they businesses, the public sector, students or citizens, and implement
solutions to these needs through their strategies. They thereby become realtime co-creators of new solutions alongside their basic missions of talent
development and knowledge creation (see also Action 3).



The financial sector supporting entrepreneurship are not just
knowledge and equity to enable innovations. New models, based
absorption and deeper understanding of the specific opportunities
businesses and entrepreneurs, can offer benefits in relation to
markets, sectors and networks they operate in (see also Action 4).



The EC, as well as national and regional governments, are not just regulators or
facilitators via project grants. They must become more active, enabling coplayers in the innovation ecosystem by, for example, also acting as convenors of
intellectual property platforms (addressed below) and as buyers and investors
via fiscal incentives, such as through public procurement, innovation vouchers
and tax credits (see also Action 2) and by creating a market environment
conducive to firm growth and internationalisation (see below).

suppliers of
on improved
and needs of
the regions,

Today, one of the biggest challenges for companies in OI intensive industries is
related to finding unique, appropriate collaboration partners14. Innovative customers
or suppliers are often already collaborating with other competitors. This is another
reason why potential sources of unique knowledge outside of a firm’s own industry
sector need to be explored. This approach under the OI paradigm is called crossindustry innovation, enabling novel products and services across interfaces among
different industry segments and likely to deliver disruptive innovations.

12

13

14

Bailetti, A. J. and Callahan, J. R. (1992): Assessing the impact of university interactions on an R&D
organization, R&D Management, 22, 2, 145–156.; Santoro, M. D. and Chakrabarti, A. K. (2001):
Corporate Strategic Objectives for Establishing Relationships with University Research Centers, IEEE
Transactions on Engineering Management, 48, 2, 157–163.
Hagedoorn, (1993): see above; Littler, D., Leverick, F. and Wilson D. (1998): Collaboration in new
technology based markets, International Journal of Technology Management, 15, 1/2, 139–159;
Fritsch, M. and Lukas, R. (2001): Who cooperates on R&D?, Research Policy, 30, 2, 297–312.
For more information on cross-industry innovation Enkel, E. and Gassmann, O. (2010): Creative
Imitation: Exploring the Case of Cross-Industry Innovation. R&D Management Journal, 40 (3): 256–
270 and Gassmann, O., Zeschky, M., Wolff, T., Stahl, M., (2010): Crossing the industry-line:
Breakthrough innovation through cross-industry alliances with ‘non-suppliers’, Long Range Planning 43,
639–654.
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Differences in regional institutions and the interplay between them matter
profoundly to competitive success because innovation does not take place in an
institutional vacuum. Rather, it is determined by the configuration of businesses,
finance, research, education, law, regulation, skills, local government,
entrepreneurial spirit, social capital and more. All these institutions and
organisations have unique features depending on the place.
Hence, the task for an enterprising region, city or country is to do all it can to
configure its institutions in the best way it can to make the local innovation
ecosystem as attractive as possible. This institutional design should build on the
local innovation strengths (for example, local smart specialisation clusters: see
Action 2) and overcome local weaknesses such as local takes on cross-border
perspectives.
It should now be clear that the competitiveness and economic performance of firms,
regions and nations must be understood in a local context. This is not despite, but
because of the globalisation of production, trade and labour mobility; the growth of
transnational corporations; information and communication advances; the
emergence of e-business and new technologies, such as big data or 3D printing. Far
from wiping out the role of regions and local business networks, these forces of
globalisation reinforce their importance; this is further recognized when designing
and implementing smart specialisation policies (see below). Directors of leading
companies, for example, look closely at the innovation and investment ecosystems
of different cities and regions when they make decisions about where to invest and
create jobs.
Solving common challenges in an OI ecosystem provides access to markets, across
sectors as well as across societal needs. Open Innovation 2.0 also enables the
interaction across innovation stages, i.e. from feasibility via pilots to demonstration
of commercial viability. It also enables co-creation of products and services across
business sizes, including start-ups, covering also the needs of more mature
companies15.
In this context particularly, SMEs should be stimulated to embrace OI and KT, as
innovation encompasses an ever more broad scope for them to tackle. For SMEs to
be able to reap the benefits of OI and KT they need technical and legal support in
areas such as:


Developing collaboration contracts,



Creating greater awareness of their competencies,



Coaching and training to smooth collaborative project management,



Stimulating an open and collaborative culture and



More knowledge on how to spot new markets internationally.

Collaborative interaction among all stakeholders and participants across various
value chains and industry sectors is a critical success factor as will be described in
this and the following actions.

15

Some US studies (High Impact Firms: Gazelles Revisited by Zoltan J. Acs et al. 2008 SBA Research Paper)
indicate an average age of high-impact firms of 25 years and with fewer than 20 employees for 94% of
them.
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1.2.4 The value added by innovation intermediaries and technology &
innovation centres
The main role of Research Technology Organisation (RTO) or an innovation
intermediary (such as FhG, VTT, TNO, and Catapults) is to bridge the gap between
internal and external know-how16. Besides acquiring complementary know-how, a
company also aims to reduce the time to market and the time to know-how. By
doing so, it increases its efficiency in product development by using the efficiency of
its external service providers17.
Innovation intermediaries, such as technical service providers, consultants and
university institutes (namely academic KT organisations) tend to have a broader
expertise, as they do not focus on only one industry. These intermediaries hire
people with diverse industry backgrounds to constantly broaden their knowledge
base. As such, intermediaries often realize innovation by adapting existing ideas,
principles and concepts to other industrial ambits18.
The most prominent intermediaries in Europe are rightly the almost 200 technology
and innovation centres (TICs), including the German Fraunhofer Institutes, the
French Carnot centres, the TNO centres in the Netherlands, the Finnish Technical
Research Centre (VTT) and SHOK-TEKES centres, the Danish Advanced Technology
Group GTS centres, the Norwegian SINTEF centre, the Spanish Tecnalia centres, and
more recently the UK investment of £1bn to set up seven Catapult centres in 2013
in the UK.
Despite their differences, they all play an important role in moving technologies and
ideas from concept to commercialization within the innovation ecosystems where
they operate. The international evidence19 is unambiguous. European technology
and innovation centres generate success in separate ways. For instance, they
anchor into markets, universities, PROs, finance and capital structures. They also
move businesses (and other stakeholders of the innovation ecosystem) beyond their
own capabilities, skills and constrained resources. They are aligned with the policy
framework to deliver their country’s research, science, innovation and growth plans.
As such, they continuously contribute to and deliver their national innovation and
research strategies for growth and, for the most part, being involved in their design
and development. In addition they reduce the risk of innovation and help firms to go
beyond their existing capabilities and what they can achieve with their own
resources in a variety of ways. Finally, they act as anchor institutions and catalysts
to build new markets, innovative sectors, clusters and networks.
European technology and innovation centres work with businesses of all sizes. Work
for SMEs is considered essential (accounting for half of income) and focuses on
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providing access to infrastructure and meeting or mitigating capability gaps. Large
businesses use the centres for more specialised work20.
1.3 Make the Intellectual Property regime fit for Open Innovation 2.0
The increasing importance of OI and new technologies – where innovation business
models are created from combining information spheres – is placing new, more
sophisticated demands on our Intellectual Property (IP) system. Every truly great
inventor today acknowledges that his or her achievement is built on the
achievements of others, and recognises that, quite often, similar breakthroughs
could have happened elsewhere because science has an inescapable logic of peer
competition and problem choice. This logic has indeed long been recognized in
science and technology21. The recent trend towards scientific and technological
specialisation has led to the increasing need for different inventions to be combined
in order to generate bundles of commercially useful, exploitable IP. Hence there is
the need to manage IP in even more sophisticated ways.
We therefore need to value the social benefits of IP to articulate a better corporate
management of IP among future innovators and entrepreneurs, so they can best
generate value from ideas and enter new markets. Such IP will include not only
patents and copyright, but also trademarks, design rights, open source and creative
commons, privacy commons, publications, and secrecy and non-disclosure
agreements. It also includes more informal forms of IP such as restricted access to
information, the role of fast innovation cycles (i.e. first mover advantage before
others catch up or the technology moves on) and complex product design, and
cultivating commitment, trust and loyalty.
We should also note the different international rules whereby our competitors, such
as the USA, operate with IP ‘user rights’ (as opposed to exclusive rights for owners)
to enable users of IP to innovate in an innovation ecosystem. In Europe we
generally maintain exclusive rights for owners, which could hold back new business
models and leave European entrepreneurs less competitive internationally. Thus, to
fully benefit from the enormous potential of OI and sharing our IP, as a complement
or alternative to enforcing ‘exclusive rights’, we need to further consider the way we
legislate for IP. As part of this, EU IP policy should (continue) take a firm stance
against predatory IP strategies.
Although value-driven IP has created and still creates many opportunities for
businesses in the age of knowledge sharing, we need to acknowledge that there are
institutional factors affecting the way in which markets for intellectual assets work.
The increasing number of court cases is an illustration of one of these difficulties.
It’s important to underline in this context that knowledge has a social origin and is
not solely the result of individual effort, especially in the context of innovation
ecosystems.
Hence, we recommend that the IP regime takes the principles of co-creation in an
innovation ecosystem into account. It will be beneficial to further incentivize cocreation and collaborative effort, wherein a multitude of firms participate in common
spheres of knowledge, creativity, development, and commercialization, which tend
to be multi-disciplinary and global.
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If we succeed in developing an even more high quality, informed and influential IP
policy, Europe can become an even more attractive place for creators and users of
IP, including businesses and consumers. In this context, the European IP system
would allow the single market to work better as a home market for the businesses
of its MS and the Innovation Union can become the more effective go-to place for
creators and users around the world who want to access, use, or support our IP,
businesses or markets.
1.4 Develop diagnostic tools for measuring process and economic
performance of OI and KT
As OI and KT capabilities become essential for our European organizations and
institutions, the task is to translate what good looks like into concrete, operational,
applicable measures of success.
Research as well as practice lack good performance indicators that allow OI
activities to be compared and adapted. However, a clear link or fit between
corporate strategy and open or closed innovation activities could indicate if the right
business innovation processes are selected and supported (see Appendix 1 ‘Link
between corporate strategy and open or closed innovation activities’). We could,
therefore, measure OI excellence on a corporate level by the alignment between
corporate strategy and activities. For example, the maturity framework22 23
measures the excellence of OI processes on five excellence levels, equal to total
quality management. Yet, it is not the outcome that is measured but the process
quality.
Most related key performance indicators measure the number of, for example,
external partners, collaborative patents, or OI projects successfully finished, instead
of the impact or reach of activities (e.g. membership in the most important
networks, quality of the partners in their own network, or impact of open versus
closed innovation projects on corporate performance). But in order to select or
adapt activities, their impact or outcome needs to be measured. At the level of the
individual, personal connectivity measured by participation in the right networks,
projects, or presentations at major conferences (inside, but even more outside, their
own industry), sharing knowledge and growing the personal network (e.g. through
co-author analysis or email contact), and social network participation might give
indications of an individual’s openness. Besides, the individual’s social skill and
norms play a role24. Clearly, Facebook ‘friends’ are a weak indicator because these
are not necessarily sharing valuable knowledge for innovation.
This requires putting in place the right set of performance indicators and diagnostic
tools. The traditional indicators used to measure companies’ OI activities have
primarily been input-oriented. Other more output-oriented indicators look at
innovation from a very traditional perspective by focusing on factors such as patents
produced, licensing income, or number of companies assisted, as well as turnover
and size. One important limitation of these indicators is that they fail to account for
and assess collaborative innovation activities. These traditional indicators
undervalue the contribution that organizations make to the innovation ecosystem
because they fail to account for harder to measure intangible factors, such as the
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quality of their relationships, their convening power, and their capacity to identify
and manage risk.
Ultimately, intelligence regarding how well our organizations and institutions serve
the OI ecosystem needs to be translated into performance metrics or key
performance indicators25. There are many OI and KT performance questions related
to what ‘good’ looks like, but to mention a few:


How well does the ecosystem in European regions support innovation and
entrepreneurship by nurturing innovative markets, places and networks? Are
there useful anchor points for particular capabilities or specialisms?



For universities, how well do they and European research centres connect with
local entrepreneurial and business communities? Could there be a better means
of co-mapping risks, mitigating them, coaching entrepreneurs and identifying
promising scientific and technological developments?

All organizations play an incredibly important, yet subtle and multifaceted role in our
local ecosystems. It is an interactive process. The better organizations understand
their role – and their role is understood – the better they can underpin the
ecosystem: equally the stronger the ecosystem, the easier it is for organizations to
grasp and seize their role in its division of labour. Thus, performance indicators
should be related to how well our organizations and institutions underpin the
linkages within the innovation ecosystem.
Proposed recommendations regarding diagnostic tools and key performance
indicators are:


The EC and MS are encouraged to develop and implement diagnostic tools to
measure OI and KT effectiveness and efficiency on European, national, project,
company, community or individual levels in order to detect changes and
challenges early and act accordingly.



The EC is encouraged to initiate and implement indicators and collect data about
the OI behaviour of the different stakeholders of the OI ecosystem. The purpose
of this data collection is to identify opportunities for OI and KT and obstacles
and challenges to OI and KT as well. This data should be collected via new forms
of data collection such as connectivity or network analysis, mining tools and so
forth.



Additionally, the EC and national funding institutions are encouraged to prefer
individuals and institutions with a strong reputation in knowledge sharing and
collaboration, proven by collaboration and network analysis through indicators
such as partners in projects, co-authors, network participation, and connectivity
with other organisations inside, but also outside, their field of expertise or
industry.
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Action 2: Embrace innovative
businesses, adopt novel approaches
to developing competitive markets
and grow European hotspots
Priorities and policy recommendations
1)

Stimulating firm growth by reducing European market fragmentation, while
fostering faster market access and development through OI and KT practices
should be a core aim of the EC. To this end, the EC is encouraged to reconsider
its competition policy frameworks and allow for stimulating the development
and growth (or scaling-up) of prospective, infant industries, while at the same
time maintaining a dynamic competitive single market environment.

Market fragmentation still poses challenges to company growth and development in
Europe. Reducing market fragmentation throughout Europe therefore remains a
priority. While reducing market fragmentation, we also need to stimulate firm
growth throughout Europe.
From an OI and KT perspective, this implies the creation of incentives for major
anchor research institutions and large firms to take advantage of Europe’s vibrant
SME community and its entrepreneurs, and vice versa. From this point of view we
need to ensure that the smartest people in the companies and universities, research
centres etc. are working together more closely and interactively along and across
industry and sector-specific value chains. This is different from Open Innovation 1.0,
which was merely building upon the approach that ‘not all the smart people work for
me’.
In this innovation ecosystem, SMEs can be nurtured, since they can productively
connect and anchor into global value chains via collaborative engagement with large
firms (see for instance the OI actions initiated by the Eindhoven-based Brainport
together with ASML, the Netherlands). Large firms can host OI networks and
clusters where SMEs are invited to join. This joining of forces will in turn spur
regional development and strengthen networks in local communities, i.e. the way in
which local ecosystems can grow.
However, OI does not mean completely free access to knowledge that is
competitively relevant, as we need to ensure the European economy capitalizes on
the OI networks we spur on. The EC is therefore encouraged to actively stimulate
the development and growth of prospective, infant industries while embracing
opportunities for smart specialization clusters to grow and to mature, in order to
enable more European start-ups and SMEs to grow into large firms and to improve
leadership skills of EU firms in global competition. In this way, Europe will provide
appropriate answers to the strategies used by our global competitors such as USA,
China and Korea. A revised competition policy will thus allow Europe to develop
competencies and to build scale advantages, thereby overcoming the constraints
posed by our current small firm populations and diverse country base. Taking full
advantage of OI and KT practices when stimulating the growth of prospective, infant
industries requires European competition policy frameworks to be revisited and state
aid regulations reconsidered and adapted where needed.
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2)

Now that the EC has embraced smart specialization as a policy concept, it is
encouraged to develop a ‘smart specialization’ strategy framework in an
innovative manner in order to operationalize, to monitor and to capture panEuropean, cross-border specialization and collaboration opportunities among
firms and universities/research centres, with the aim of building a competitive
presence in global value chains.

OI, collaboration and competition are an important trinity. Innovation-based
competition is a well-known superior business approach and policy than short-term,
low-price or low-wage competition, as it is a driver for growth, prosperity and
welfare. OI-based competition, means that collaboration around common socioeconomic or business challenges are essential while each party brings their
competencies and competitive strengths, often with previously unrecognized
synergies. Europe has embraced the development of smart specialization policies
into its remit, but they now should be made tangible and concrete. More specifically,
an evidence-based implementation of smart specialization strategies should actively
and cleverly foster and monitor the connectivity among firms and
universities/research centres across national and regional borders in Europe with the
aim of building and maintaining competitive positions in global value chains.
Therefore, the implementation of smart specialization strategies by Member States
and regions should focus on developing the appropriate measures for stimulating
and monitoring cross-border connectivity, while at the same time focusing on the
presence and the development of the awareness, skills and instrument base that is
needed for OI and KT to become essential building blocks in the smart specialization
strategies that will be enacted across Europe.
3)

Actively stimulate and support user-driven innovation by translating and
connecting major societal challenges into market opportunities using a shared
value innovation model, empowering our user-citizens and embracing OI
business models through stimulating access to novel key enabling technologies
(KETs) in such areas as health, energy, big data, etc.

User involvement and user engagement are key to successful innovation processes.
Numerous studies have highlighted the central role of users in turning innovation
endeavours into successes. The way in which these users can be actively drawn into
innovation activities is in and of itself a form of social innovation. User-driven
innovation and social innovation therefore often co-evolve. OI offers the perfect
approach to convening and to operating at the intersection of this co-evolution,
because nearly each implementation of a radical (technological) innovation also
signals a need for significant changes in social relationships and collaborations. This
symbiotic relationship is captured by the shared value innovation concept, which
offers a novel approach to innovation management and policy that explicitly focuses
on the highly valuable and relevant intersection of social and market innovation.
Technological opportunities for shared innovation and engineering trajectories are
obviously present in the Key Enabling Technologies that will now spread across
Europe, such as health technologies, new energy technologies, and the big data
revolution.
For instance, the last one has the potential to empower citizens to access the public
and business data held on them, while creating a revolution in other sectors (we
especially refer to how it may transform health, green growth and communications).
We encourage the EC to research a policy framework for big data research and
exploration that incorporate the following key principles: (i) Balance both individual
security and innovation and economic growth; (ii) Focus on governing the uses of
data rather than controlling the data itself; (iii) Empower individuals in relation to
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data usage by giving them the tools to express choice and control over how their
personal data is used.
Implications
2.1 Stimulate firms to grow faster, foster new markets and access, and
revisit Europe’s competition policy frameworks
Innovations first and foremost need markets to thrive. An innovation’s full potential
only becomes visible in a market environment. It is generally known and accepted
that competition fosters innovation while innovation in its turn fosters competition.
The link between innovation and competition, therefore, is an intimate one that
should be at the heart of European policymaking. It is the job of the ‘heroic’
entrepreneur to explore and select market opportunities and to take the risks in
pursuing them.
However, the ‘heroic’ entrepreneur will thrive best when operating in a favourable
innovation ecosystem that facilitates the selection, experimentation and
implementation of market opportunities. It is the job of policymakers to nurture the
appropriate context for those thriving and dynamic innovation ecosystems and to
uphold a competitive environment that allows them to be turned into growth
markets. To accomplish this, we advocate that the European innovation area should
focus on some major priorities which address market underperformance regarding
innovation deployment.
Those priorities and recommendations can be summarized as follows:


Reducing current market fragmentation that still poses challenges to company
growth and development in Europe.



Facilitating the rapid development of emerging markets across European
countries, thus enabling start-up companies and SMEs to form and to grow at
higher rates than we are used to today. Thereby the EC is encouraged to
reconsider its competition and state aid policy frameworks in order to stimulate
the development and the growth of prospective, infant industries.



Stimulating innovation-driven entrepreneurship throughout Europe by: (1)
making innovation opportunities more accessible and transparent across the
Union; (2) fostering knowledge on financial instruments available to
entrepreneurs and (3) creating market conditions that allow for mobilizing the
capital necessary to high growth companies.



Enabling the creation of cross-border Triple Helix-based co-creation platforms as
part of the Horizon 2020 thrust, building on the Key Enabling Technologies that
have been identified as one of the Horizon 2020 priorities (see also section 2.3
below).



Supporting the creation or maintenance of large technological infrastructures
that can act as the foundation for large-scale prototyping and demonstration
projects to turn scientific and technological insight into business and market
opportunities, thereby encouraging new markets and industries to grow and
thrive while putting user involvement and engagement at the core of European
innovation culture.



Maintaining a dynamic regulatory environment for intellectual capital that allows
European Triple Helix actors to reap the competitive benefits of the IP they
create (see also Action 1 above), while at the same time fostering a growthfriendly context of competition and value creation.
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Using
public
procurement
budgets
strategically
to
stimulate
the
commercialisation of innovation and knowledge. Indeed, the EU is still largely
unable to tap into public high-tech procurement. As acknowledged in 2007, with
the
Communication
on
pre-commercial
procurement
following
the
recommendations of the Aho report (2006),26 the lack of significant innovation
procurement programs, including cross-border procurement, has been at the
centre of Europe’s lack of innovation-driven market development. If efforts are
not stepped up, it will be difficult to have a significant impact, whether in
defence, infrastructural networks or other challenge-driven lead markets.



Finally, reliable and predictable innovation-friendly regulatory frameworks and
regulations throughout Europe are to be strived for in order to enable all of the
above.
2.2 Embrace, cleverly operationalize and monitor smart specialization

New growth strategies that put regional smart specialization at their core are now
emerging, partly because current market underperformance is an impediment to the
growth of new businesses. Smart specialization refers to strategies that focus R&D
and innovation investments in activities, rather than sectors per se, that either are
activities where a region has some comparative advantage (specialization) or
emerging activities where entrepreneurs could develop new businesses
(diversification). A plethora of independent scientific studies, EU reports and OECD
reports has been promulgated on this subject over the last couple of years (see
reference list). The smart specialization framework articulates a choice and selection
process of economic activity based on:


the unique knowledge, innovation and economic capabilities present in a region
or nation;



the clustering of economic activity by an entrepreneurial discovery process;



the presence of cycles of policy learning in a Triple Helix context and process.

Thus, rather than focusing on determining if a hypothetical region has a ‘strength’ in
a particular set of activities, such as tourism or fisheries, smart specialization
focuses on determining whether that region would benefit from and should
specialize in R&D and innovation in certain lead activities such as tourism or
fisheries. This means that smart specialization must address the missing or weak
connections between innovation resources on the one hand, and the sector-based
structure of the economy on the other hand. Smart specialization strategies are
envisioned as a way to foster the development of markets and growth of new
innovation-driven businesses by focusing on the connectivity dimension that is
central to OI and KT.
The EU has translated the principles of smart specialization into operational
elements of regional innovation strategies. Regional innovation strategies for smart
specialization are integrated, place-based transformation strategies that:


Concentrate public resources
challenges and needs;



Outline measures to stimulate private investment in R&D and innovation;
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Build on a region's capabilities, competences, competitive advantages and
potential for excellence from a cross-border and global value chain perspective;



Foster stakeholder engagement (users being the first and foremost
stakeholders) and encourage innovation and experimentation in governance;



Are evidence-based and include sound monitoring and evaluation systems that
focus on the connectivity underpinning smart specialization strategies.

Policies and instruments oriented towards fostering OI, KT and knowledge cocreation are particularly suited to both meet these principles of smart regional
specialization and to unleash the economic potential of businesses’ knowledge,
creativity, ideas and other intellectual capital.
For this to materialize, the main policy priorities and recommendations at the EU
level and at the national/regional level might embrace the following principles.
At the EU level:


Pool resources to create world-class innovation and market-oriented
infrastructures that enable the regions and their businesses to fully exploit the
potential in a global perspective;



Ensure that there is a match between European research areas and the areas
where the region or country has stronger capabilities, competences and
competitive advantages. If we do not have research in the right areas,
entrepreneurs will have difficulties in getting access to the right innovation
resources, which will be detrimental to growing innovative businesses;



Often start-ups cannot reach economies of scale in the European Market due to
different legal frameworks across countries. Further work needs to be done on
reaching an effective single market with as few government barriers as possible
to national market entry in diverse areas, such as the agro-food industry and
pharmaceuticals.

At the national/regional level:


Countries/regions are encouraged to identify the key areas, activities or
technological domains where they are more likely to enjoy competitive
advantage through OI and KT, by building on their local networks of businesses,
universities, and research centres, but also through involving multi-national
corporations and international organizations;



The role of government intervention is important, but it is subsidiary. Policy
intervention is required, not to select the areas or activities for investing public
resources27, but to help ‘entrepreneurial discovery’ to occur and to be stimulated
(e.g. by providing incentives or removing regulatory constraints). Governments
should create the necessary, reliable conditions, environment, dynamics and
structures through which entrepreneurs and government learn about costs and
opportunities and engage in strategic coordination28. To illustrate, this could
mean justifying public support for ‘exploring’ the opportunities which may arise
from applying general purpose technologies to existing industries (e.g. via
demonstration projects and training);
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National/regional policies need also to ensure the necessary pre-conditions for
OI and KT, notably entrepreneurial or absorptive capacity. To assume that these
pre-conditions or capacities always exist may lead to government failures and
unsatisfactory results. Experience illustrated by country case studies show that
in some regions horizontal and general framework policies are a necessary first
step. Other regions reveal difficulties in strategic capacity building. These
regional differences cannot be ignored and they need to be addressed29;



SME policies should focus on those companies with innovative excellence,
demand-driven and cross-border/international growth potential including:
o
o
o
o
o

SMEs raising private funding (see also Action 4),
SMEs developing innovation driven by the demand side (i.e. users needing
solutions for real problems and demand) versus technology push,
SME with cross-border strategic and investment partners
SMEs developing or acquiring IP,
Universities and research centres engaging in a process of ‘thinking along’
(Berends et al., 2011) with SMEs as they develop, as they grow and as they
mature their innovation capabilities. Where ‘mature’ innovation-intensive
firms can adopt co-creation as a major OI approach, less ‘innovationmature’ firms may lack the skills and capability to co-create. What they then
need to do is to build the capability to co-create. To achieve this they should
engage with research actors in a process of ‘thinking along’ on innovation,
rather than jump to co-creating innovation. Innovation voucher schemes can
be a valuable instrument for achieving this goal.

In addition, Europe has long tried to achieve innovation and growth in a top-down
manner through setting a Strategic Innovation Agenda to which actors from the
various MS can adhere. But these considerations suggest it would also be beneficial
to implement a bottom-up approach, where OI actors who have joined forces
through KT to set up specific innovation infrastructures and strategies (e.g. via a
pilot) are able to leverage the local funding with European funding in order to ‘fast
track’ innovation. In other words, rather than just attempting to complement EU
funding with local funding, the recommendation is to complement local funding with
EU funding when dynamic, entrepreneurial actors have joined forces already that
may be further stimulated by adding EU funding and leverage to them.
To conclude, given all of the above, the implementation of smart specialization
strategies should now focus on developing the appropriate measures for stimulating
and monitoring cross-border connectivity. At the same time they should focus on
the presence and development of the awareness, skills and instrument base needed
for OI and KT to become essential building blocks in the smart specialization
strategies that will be enacted across Europe (see also Action 1).
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2.3 Stimulate and support user-driven innovation by translating and
connecting major societal challenges into market opportunities
2.3.1 Focus on user-driven innovation and shared value innovation
enabled and leveraged by key enabling technologies
User involvement and user engagement are key to successful innovation processes.
Various processes through which users are actively drawn into innovation activities
are, in and of themselves, a form of social innovation. More generally, it is often the
absence of such corresponding social innovations that prevents the spread and
implementation of many sophisticated and radical technical innovations into helping
society and its citizens. OI offers the perfect approach for convening and operating
at this intersection, because nearly each implementation of a radical (technological)
innovation also signals a need for significant changes of social relationships and
collaborations.
Shared value innovation offers a novel approach that explicitly focuses on the
intersection of social and market innovation. For example, academic actors,
economic actors and civil society (such as patient groups in hospitals) co-create new
solutions in the healthcare sector. This co-creation became visible and tangible in
the recent approval process of two novel immunotherapy treatments that have
recently been approved by the FDA in the US.
Technological opportunities for shared innovation trajectories clearly reside in the
Key Enabling Technologies that will now spread across Europe, such as health
technologies, new energy technologies, and the big data revolution.
For instance, the digital revolution is throwing up a range of public and private data
across all sectors and citizens. What were previously data silos can now be
connected via advanced digital technology. In fact, big data is turning into a
technological revolution, changing everything from the way businesses work (e.g.
business models) to the way our products and services are produced, delivered,
received and consumed (e.g. health, energy, finance, smart cities) – even the very
way we live our lives. Because it spans all industries, private and public sectors
alike, big data has the potential to be a new general-purpose technology, which is
better exploited through OI. In contemporary capitalism the information and
knowledge embedded in big data is key to economic competitiveness. For the
economic potential of big data to materialize we need both a data privacy regime
and an IP regime fit for the purpose.
Companies, societies and nations that understand how to build a framework
allowing their data to be combined with both public and private data in other
networks will have the competitive edge. When combined, data can change the way
in which products and services are produced, stored, delivered and consumed. It
can lead to the reorganisation of the entire economic system of production, the
entire system of science, and create new business models and ways of living. There
are already great examples of big data contributing to the world economy and
welfare, for example by increasing the quality of products and services in the
healthcare or financial sectors, or by reducing energy waste in households.
An example is the UK Government’s investment in the Open Data Institute (ODI).
The UK Economic and Social Research Council is investing £64m in 16 big data
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platforms to enable research and test-beds to build the future of Britain30, and most
large firms are involved in their own private data platform activities. The ‘big data
revolution’ has already taken off abroad, with more relaxed data regimes in the USA
(with user rights) and in South Korea.
Recent discussions31 often focus on how to protect the ‘privacy’ of individuals with
regard to releasing and using personal data. These are important issues, but what
we should really be asking ourselves is: What are the big challenges we want to
solve with big data? Are we willing to share our data to co-create the solutions? Are
we willing to protect privacy at all costs, at the expense of having poorer customer
services and fewer innovative products and services?
We encourage the EC to research policy framework for big data that incorporates
the following key principles, such as:


Balance individual security with innovation and economic growth;



Focus on governing the uses of data rather than controlling the data itself;



Empower individuals in relation to data usage by giving them the tools to
express choice and control over how their personal data is used.

In addition to a fit-for-purpose data privacy regime, for the big data revolution to
flourish organizations could also beneficially adopt an OI approach in their
management styles to allow for the co-creation of new, open production
ecosystems. OI will be key to unlocking big data, starting with transparency in
public and private information.
The big data case is only one example of how technological prowess coupled to
social innovations generates novel entrepreneurial and market opportunities. Similar
cases can be built around Europe’s Key Enabling Technologies initiative. New OIdriven business models should be developed around them and an appropriate policy
framework to nurture and grow pan-European markets (as indicated previously) can
foster their societal and economic deployment.
2.3.2 Champion social innovation across Europe
A great deal of attention is now paid to the support and deployment of social
innovations. This concept is defined as “the development and implementation of
new ideas (products, services and models) to meet social needs and create new
social relationships or collaborations” (see Guide to Social Innovation, EC, February
2013). Its emergence and growing importance reflects the shift from the ‘technology
transfer paradigm’ to the more broadly defined ‘knowledge exchange paradigm’ and
the growing understanding that innovations in enterprises (the main focus of
attention until recently) are only a part of the complex set of activities intended to
preserve and increase the wellbeing of our society.
While due importance should be attributed to social innovations per se, that is to
innovations in the area of activities generally regarded as social care (care for the
elderly and disabled, inclusion of minorities, the fight against poverty, etc.), the
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It is under the RCUK scheme ‘Big Data Capital Funding’, 9 April 2013.
See e.g. European Commission (2012): ‘Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council’ on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data (General Data Protection Regulation) http://ec.europa.eu/justice/dataprotection/document/review2012/com_2012_11_en.pdf
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standing definition also allows a broader interpretation. In the paradigm of OI, a
more general interpretation of social innovation is fully appropriate, because nearly
each implementation of radical innovation based on technology also brings
significant change to social relationships and collaborations in general. And it is
often the absence of corresponding social innovation that prevents the spread and
implementation of many sophisticated and radical technical innovations. This is
where the aforementioned concept of shared value innovation comes in.
The example of medical telematics illustrates clearly this situation. With the still
increasing costs of medical care, it is highly desirable to move patients as soon as
possible from expensive hospital care to the much cheaper home care, providing the
necessary quality is preserved. This can be achieved by using medical telematics
that make it possible to register the basic physiological parameters of the patient
and communicate them online to a central care unit, where critical situations are
detected and necessary interventions can immediately be made. Although all
necessary technologies (for example sensors registering the physiological and
mental state and communication appliances) are available, the real potential of
these technologies has still not been exploited. The main reason is because the
healthcare systems in EU countries are rigid and lack social innovation. Health
administrators, surgeons and even patients must change their behaviour and
communication in line with this new pattern of healthcare.
Though it could be argued that social innovation brought about by a widespread
implementation of medical telematics concerns predominantly the elderly, who
surely are a group that deserves social care, it would in fact affect nearly everybody.
To distinguish social innovations affecting the majority of the population from the
social innovations that affect only minor social groups deserving support for their
special needs, we call them general social innovations. The intellectual debate on
the relationship between technological and social innovations still does not provide a
clear and exhaustive picture. It seems to be indisputable that general social
innovations will play an important role in fast and effective implementation of many
radical technological innovations needed for meeting the grand societal challenges in
Europe – be they in enterprises, governmental agencies or communities.
It is therefore recommended that these ‘ecosystemic’ relationships are analysed in
more detail and measures are devised to stimulate the necessary coordination and
cross-pollination of technological and social innovations.
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Action 3: Make Europe’s universities
and public research organizations
more entrepreneurial
Priorities and policy recommendations
1) The EC should stimulate universities and public research organizations to
develop and adopt a Charter and Code in their Entrepreneurial and Innovation
Policy.
This should allow EU universities and public research organizations (PROs) to
stimulate entrepreneurial leadership. Such a policy code can build upon the same
approach as the ‘HR Strategy for Researchers’ (HRS4R)32. The articulation and
adoption of such a code would be recommended to be recognized by the EC as a
quality label, for instance in funding programmes.
While EU universities and PROs ask for more autonomy we need to recognize that
autonomy also comes with accountability. A Policy Charter and Code in their
entrepreneurial and innovation goals is not about implementing more rules, but
about ensuring that they are encouraged to actively embrace more entrepreneurial
objectives. This must also allow for more strategic flexibility at the national and
regional levels, accepting that regional and so-called ‘elite’ research institutions
become more autonomous and are rewarded for their dedicated and targeted
contributions to the innovation ecosystem.
2) The EC, Member States and stakeholders need to put measures in place to
ensure that ‘open innovation and knowledge transfer’ as a ‘profession’ is
recognized in universities and public research organizations, in order to update
the skills to support for open innovation. The scientists and KTO staff should
play a central role in this process of professional development and maturation
Skill development within universities and PROs should be aimed at developing the
entrepreneurial and innovation skills of scientists as well as the legal, administrative
and coordination skills of support staff who facilitate the entrepreneurial
engagements of academics. That is, professionalism must be linked to the new
imperative of OI, co-creation and IP management in universities and PROs.

32

http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess/index.cfm/rights/strategy4Researcher: “The ‘HR Strategy for Researchers’
(HRS4R) supports research institutions and funding organisations in the implementation of the Charter
& Code in their policies and practices. The concrete implementation of the Charter & Code by research
institutions will render them more attractive to researchers looking for a new employer or for a host for
their research project. Funding organisations implementing the Charter & Code principles will contribute
to the attractiveness of their national research systems and to the attractiveness of the European
Research Area more generally. The logo ‘HR Excellence in Research’ will identify the institutions and
organisations as providers and supporters of a stimulating and favourable working environment. Since
the adoption of the Commission Recommendation on the Charter & Code in 2005, over 1.200
institutions from 35 countries in Europe and abroad (and European/international organisations) have
expressed their explicit support for the Charter & Code and 102 have obtained the Commission's ‘HR
Excellence in Research’ logo.”
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3) EU universities and public research organizations need to adopt appropriate
incentive schemes for scientists and knowledge transfer office staff to engage in
co-creation processes with the users of academic knowledge.
This
involves
recognition
of
the
entrepreneurial
engagements
of
academics/scientists beyond the traditional recognition of publications and scientific
impact. It also involves willingness to support the services provided by knowledge
transfer offices (KTOs) to engage in different co-creation mechanisms with
businesses, social institutions, governments, and citizens etc. These should be
incorporated into performance indicators for career progression (normally only the
privilege of established professors and research fellows who have followed
traditional career paths). Thus, our proposed Charter and Code in policies and
practices for making universities and PROs more entrepreneurial and innovative
should aim to stimulate early career academics and career scientists to become cocreators with the stakeholders of EU innovation ecosystems. Those measures can
also be integrated in the HRS4R policy that is now gaining ground within a plethora
of European universities and PROs. The EC thus is recommended to support and
encourage the adoption of good practice that enables EU universities and PROs to
co-create knowledge with their collaborative partner-innovators. This involves
supporting EU universities and PROs to adopt good practices when engaging with
users, enabling them to build trustworthy, transparent and long-term relationships
with those users and to implement effective strategies to reap the full benefits of cocreation. It also involves incentives to stimulate scientists to be more
entrepreneurial, incentives for incubation and spin-offs, and incentives to build
appropriate infrastructures to ensure co-creation takes place between research
institutions and the users of their knowledge.
Furthermore, it is critical to realize that universities and PROs do not only co-create
with businesses, but also with social institutions, government, public sector
organizations and citizens.
The recommendations are explained in more detail below.
Implications
3.1 Stimulate EU universities and public research organizations to put
in place a Charter and Code in their Entrepreneurial and Innovation
Policy
The arrangements in many EU universities and PROs have been reported to be too
bureaucratic, and too focused on managing and stimulating innovation relationships
rather than supporting the effective and efficient delivery of outputs. Similar trends
were found in a study carried out in the US in which bureaucratic inflexibility was
found as a major barrier for science–business interactions33. This had also caused
several negative impacts on academics when they acted as co-creators of
knowledge since it restricted their autonomy to closely work with the stakeholders of
innovation ecosystems34. It is widely evident in the literature that individual
scientists are the strongest source of initiating interactions with the stakeholders of
innovation ecosystems.
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Siegel, D. S., Waldman, D. A., Atwater, L. E. and Link, A. (2003): University–industry collaboration. The
Journal of High Technology Management Research, 14, 111–133.
De Silva, L. R., Uyarra, E. and Oakey, R. (2012): ‘Academic Entrepreneurship in a Resource Constrained
Environment: Diversification and Synergistic Effects’ in Audretsch, D. B., Lehmann, E. E., Link, A. N.,
and Starnecker, A. (eds.) Technology Transfer in a Global Economy. International Studies in
Entrepreneurship, Zoltan and Audretsch, D. (series eds.), Vol 28: Springer, 73–97.
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For instance, a survey administered to more than 11,000 scientists in the US
revealed that about 2/3 of them carried out entrepreneurial activities by themselves
without the involvement of university administrators35. Hence, it is important to
introduce a Policy Charter or Code in order to empower scientists to work closely
with the users of their research to co-create knowledge. A code of good practice is
recommended to be put in place to ensure that all the partners in consortia of EUfunded or MS funded projects deliver the outputs they initially agreed, rather than
being free riders relying on consortium leaders to take the burden of delivery.
The MS and the EC are recommended to focus on nurturing and accelerating the
development of universities and PROs into entrepreneurial institutions, so that they
may become catalysts of Triple Helix interactions. For this to happen the role of
academics/scientists as knowledge providers would need to be complemented with a
role as co-creators. Furthermore, the role of KTOs would have to be transformed
from isolated entities into fully embedded institutions within universities and
research organizations. To this end, the EC is recommended to also consider taking
into account their OI/KT activity and output as evaluation criteria. The EC is further
recommended to support the adoption of good communication and collaboration
practices by universities and PROs through their KTOs.
3.1.1 Make Entrepreneurial Universities and PROs catalysts of Triple Helix
interactions
The Triple Helix thesis puts entrepreneurial universities and PROs at the heart of the
innovation ecosystem. “…[T]he potential for innovation and economic development
in a Knowledge Society lies in a more prominent role for the university and the
hybridisation of elements from University, Industry and Government to generate
new institutional and social formats for the production, transfer and application of
knowledge”36.
The significant role played by universities and PROs within knowledge driven
economies is further strengthened by the transformations happening in businesses
and other users of academic knowledge in which they are increasingly becoming
collaborative innovators and targeting breakthrough and radical innovations around
products, services, technology and business models37.
Within this context the messages in terms of new ways forward are38:


Universities and PROs must take a more prominent role in innovation, on a par
with Industry and Government in the Knowledge Society, in addition to the
pioneering role they should maintain in basic science;



Innovation policy is increasingly an outcome of interaction and collaboration
rather than a prescription from Government or solo activity by individuals or
institutions39;



Universities, PROs, businesses and government institutions take the role of the
other, performing new roles as well as their traditional functions. Institutions
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Fini, R., Lacetera, N. and Shane, S. (2010): Inside or outside the IP system? Business creation in
academia. Research Policy, 39, 1060–1069.
Etzkowitz, H. (2003): The Triple Helix concept http://triplehelix.stanford.edu/3helix_concept
Breakthrough innovation and growth; PWC; (2013): http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/innovationsurvey
The Triple Helix concept http://triplehelix.stanford.edu/3helix_concept
Adler, R. (2012): Connecting the Edges: A Report of the 2012 Aspen Institute Roundtable on Institutional
Innovation.
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taking non-traditional roles are viewed as a major potential source of
innovation.
As a consequence, clearer government policies stimulating these practices will
strengthen the links between universities, PROs and the rest of society. In
particular, firms will increasingly use university and PRO research infrastructure for
their R&D objectives.
Within this context:


Universities and PROs must involve themselves in socio-economic development
and increase the usefulness of their research. They have a wealth of knowledge,
advanced technologies and resources that should be used more to support
innovation and growth in the EU innovation ecosystem. It is argued that since
the taxpayer funds universities as an investment in the production of knowledge
on behalf of society, there is a need to increase the usefulness of academic
research40. We are not advocating that universities become ‘like business’ and
give up their role as developers of basic research in order to suit the needs of
business, but rather that universities and businesses can collaboratively tackle
market challenges and capitalise on opportunities, each with their own
distinctive role to play. Although the market should not determine all directions
of research in universities, we must acknowledge that firms are more likely to
go to universities in the USA than in Europe to source their basic knowledge41.



Universities must stimulate and foster entrepreneurial students and build interorganizational capabilities to transfer technology, and especially to step up their
OI capabilities. For example, universities could develop schemes for students to
become entrepreneurs and firm founders, e.g. through entrepreneurship and
incubation programmes and new training modules at venues such as science
parks, academic spin-offs, incubators and venture capital firms42

The Triple Helix model43, which rose to prominence in the technology policy
literature of the second half of the 1990s, has therefore pushed the attention to the
beneficial effects of multiple and diverse links between industry, academia, public
research and government.
Universities play a major role in Europe. In addition to contributing to outstanding
basic research and teaching, universities are active players with other economic
stakeholders, such as businesses and government, demonstrating a key contribution
to economic and social development.
Even though EU universities have moved a long way from their historically criticised
position of ‘ivory towers’, completely insulated from the economy, towards a more
collaborative status within the EU innovation ecosystem44, there still seems to be
room to improve their interactions with businesses and other stakeholders. A survey
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Knowledge Transfer from Public Research Organisations; STOA - Science and Technology Options
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from 2013 conducted in the UK revealed that, while universities play a good role as
providers of knowledge, a lot needs to be done to improve their role as co-creators
of knowledge or truly entrepreneurial universities45.
Especially in the delivery of the Innovation Union, the role of universities as OI cocreators with users of academic knowledge must be implemented, but this requires
a step-change. The same holds, of course, for PROs.
To conclude, while EU universities rightly do ask for more autonomy, we need to
recognize that this autonomy also comes with accountability. Given the Triple Helix
considerations just highlighted, a Policy Charter and Code in their entrepreneurial
and innovation goals is advocated. Such a Charter or Code is not about
implementing more rules or bureaucracy, but about ensuring that universities are
encouraged to actively embrace more entrepreneurial objectives. The same remarks
hold, of course, for PROs.
3.1.2 Complement the role of academics as knowledge providers with a
role as co-creators
The ‘third mission’ that introduced entrepreneurial engagement, as an extra activity
to the traditional teaching and research roles of academics, was a major revolution
in the 1990s, the basis for which was the assumption that academic knowledge
could be better used by businesses and other stakeholders of innovation ecosystems
to generate socio-economic wealth. This knowledge transfer process, associated
mainly with a technology ‘push’ approach to commercialising university-generated
knowledge, has been encouraged and supported nationally and at EU level by
deploying considerable financial and human resources. However, over time with the
change of innovation process from a linear model to a systems approach, the role of
academics as providers of new knowledge and advanced technologies has
changed46, 32. They are now co-creators of knowledge with their collaborative
partner-innovators.
Knowledge co-creation involves the development and integration of knowledge on
the part of all stakeholders of the innovation ecosystem to address opportunities
ranging from the development of a new product or process to larger socio-economic
issues. Stakeholders include businesses and citizens, universities and intermediary
organisations, engaging with each other through multiple channels while pooling
their internal resources (knowledge as well as finance, people, markets and big
data). This approach to knowledge co-creation is more than simply sharing risk and
reward; it encapsulates the integration of the entire innovation ecosystem, and is
about co-innovating new markets and more effective business models which
integrate supply chains that would not exist otherwise47.
The role of academics in this new co-creation paradigm is more complex than the
unidirectional transfer of knowledge from universities to business since academics
need to closely work with all the stakeholders of innovation ecosystem to generate
new knowledge. If EU universities and their users are to reap the full benefits of this
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knowledge co-creation paradigm, the MS and EC are recommended to appropriately
nurture the transformation of the academic role from ‘only and merely’ knowledge
providers towards also being knowledge co-creators.
The MS and EC are recommended to support and encourage the adoption of good
practice that enables EU universities and PROs to co-create knowledge with their
users48. This involves supporting them to adopt good practices when engaging with
users that enable them to build trustworthy, transparent and long-term
relationships with those users and to implement effective strategies to reap the full
benefits of co-creation. This involves incentives to stimulate scientists to be more
entrepreneurial, incentives for incubation and spin-offs, and incentives to build
appropriate infrastructures that ensure co-creation can occur between academic
institutions and the users of academic knowledge. This includes the development of
physical (e.g. joint research labs) and institutional infrastructures (e.g. OI networks
and co-creation platforms), and incentives to stimulate the creation of portfolios of
open and flexible IP and open access mechanisms.
3.1.3 Transform the role of Knowledge Transfer Offices from isolated
entities to fully embedded institutions within universities and public
research organizations
From an innovation and technology policy perspective, attention was drawn to the
role of the technology transfer offices (TTOs), the main aim of which was to support
the role of universities and PROs as providers of knowledge by protecting, licensing
and commercialising their knowledge. As discussed in the previous section, the
transformation of the role of academics from being providers of knowledge to cocreators of knowledge and the innovation process from a linear to a system model
demands broader facilitation than the technology-oriented support provided by the
TTOs. This much wider understanding of the role of universities led to the
development of Knowledge Transfer Offices (KTOs) with the aim of supporting
knowledge co-creation rather than simply technology transfer49. By venturing this
development effectively and efficiently inside the Triple Helix model, some
universities have become increasingly and visibly entrepreneurial. They have
professionalized their participation in the innovation process through the creation
and the professional development of KTOs50.
The rise and growth of this new function in academia can be marked by three stages
of development51.
Stage 1) KTO as isolated operation
During the period 1980–1995, academic KTOs operated mainly as ‘isolated islands
of technology transfer activity’ within the university. Technology transfer occurred;
it was tolerated and situated at the periphery of the academic activity spectrum. No
solid KTO business model existed and KTO activities were confined to the legal
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aspects of contract development and contract monitoring. KTO performance was not
taken into account when assessing the academic performance of individual
scientists. This ‘stage 1 mode of operation’ lasted well into the mid-nineties. It was
characteristic of the first generation of KTO activities. Their impact and their
visibility within the university were still quite limited.
Stage 2) KTO as a professional service supporting the third mission activities of the
university
From 1995 onwards, we see the advent of a second stage or generation in KTO
development. Rather than being situated at the periphery of academic activities, the
KTO now becomes the centrepiece in the fulfilment of the so-called ‘third mission’ of
the university. KTO activities are now deployed university-wide and the
professionalization of the KTO operation occurs rapidly and effectively. Integrated
business models appear, encompassing professional and university-wide IP
management practices, the management of a complex and diverse contract portfolio
(both bilateral and multilateral contracts), and business development through spinoff creation, including a proactive stance towards having an impact on regional
development. Technology transfer has now become the third mission of the modern
research university, alongside education and frontier research. KTO achievements
are fully taken into account when assessing academic performance, both at the
institutional level and at the individual level. This ‘stage 2 mode of operation’, also
called the university-wide activity of the KTO, developed during the years 1995–
2005 and can still be observed at many universities around the world. KTO impact
and visibility have increased rapidly during this second generation of KTO
development.
Stage 3) KTOs strategically embedded and fully diffused activity throughout the
university
Over the last couple of years, we observe the development of yet another, ever
more inclusive, activity pattern of the KTO within its academic context. This ‘stage 3
mode of operation’ can be summarized as the ‘inclusive KTO operation’. Rather than
‘just’ being the centrepiece of the university’s third mission operations, the KTO
activities now diffuse and interweave across and alongside the two core missions of
education and research. The KTO is becoming fully embedded within the university
while KT activities generate a variety of spillovers (cognitive/intellectual as well as
financial) that benefit the education and research activities of the university. The
omnipresence of the KTO throughout the full internal value chain of the university
turns it into a truly and fully inclusive activity. This third stage or generation of KTO
development is expected to take full effect in the decade to come. It will further
heighten the impact and the visibility of the KTO operations in academia.
Thus, the academic KT function within universities has operated very much as an
isolated activity, serving those few academics who wanted to connect their scientific
output to business, to taking on an explicit recognition of the academic KT function,
to become strategically embedded throughout the university.
Although the KTO profession has been maturing all over Europe, there is still a
performance gap to be closed when compared to the US. In addition, and while
Europe performs better than Japan, we see a rising activity level in China that will
become a fierce contender in the KT landscape in the decade to come52. The EC is
recommended to take the necessary action to strategically embed and fully diffuse
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the activity of KTOs within universities. In addition, stimulating interactions amongst
KTOs can further enhance their impact in European innovation ecosystems.
Furthermore, the EC should also encourage structural interaction between KTOs on
instruments and topics like IP, open science and open access, incubators and other
themes that will enhance the success of the Horizon 2020 themes and the ensuing
co-creation processes at EU level.
3.1.4 Support the adoption of good communication and collaboration
practices by universities and public research organizations through
their KTOs
University–business interactions (and similarly, PRO–business interactions) should
adopt communication, collaboration and negotiation-related management practices,
as they are key to successful collaborations: Management practices that unlock
successful university business interactions were identified53.: (1) Reaching a shared
understanding with academics; (2) Increasing transparency, and an openness to
collaborate with academics; (3) Implementing a strong programme structure with
clear milestones; (4) Reducing top-down approaches with more team-level
communications; (5) Enforcing contracts (e.g. avoiding opportunistic behaviour or
other trust issues); (6) Capitalising on differences rather than trying to match the
practices of academics or universities to business routines; and (7) Ability to
negotiate (the price or other terms of the contract) with university technology
support or business relations staff. An EC funded report has also illustrated 30 good
practice case studies from Europe and emphasised the importance of learning from
and adopting such practices since these are transferable. Hence, it is important that
the EC supports EU universities to adopt such good practice54. University KTOs
should play an instrumental role in this evolution.
3.2 Recognize ‘open innovation and knowledge transfer’ as a
‘profession’ in universities and public research organizations
Co-creation and co-innovation by universities and PROs with businesses, social
institutions, government, and citizens need a specific set of skills that is different
from the skills required for the unidirectional transfer of knowledge from
universities. Hence, the EC is recommended to focus on supporting the development
of those skills in university academics and KTOs that are essential for them to
successfully capitalize on OI opportunities.
3.2.1 Support the skill development of university academics, scientists at
public research organizations and the KTOs supporting them
All these various roles and activities of KT and co-creation over time have indeed
challenged the talent base of university staff. Continuous professional development
of academics, scientists and KTO professionals should be mentioned. The innovation
scene where OI activities take place is rather complex and these activities cover
many different fields of activity – from finance and law through IP protection and
licensing up to project management and psychology. It is the quality of academics
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and KTO professionals engaged in these activities that determines – to a large
extent – their success rate.
KTO Professionals: The requirement for a high and steadily improving level of
expertise is therefore a must for anybody aspiring to act responsibly in this area.
This is especially true for KTOs and other institutions of this type, where those
activities are mostly concentrated. It was as early as 2006 that a ERAC challenging
expert group report (formerly CREST), 55, highlighted the major problems of
insufficient and unsystematic training and lack of recognition of TT/KTT
professionals in the EU. It identified a number of important issues including:


lack of skilled people in general in TT or KT activities;



absence of a registered TT or KT profession;



absence of TT or KT education and recognised training standards;



absence of career paths for TT or KT professionals.

As a reaction to those findings and recommendations, a bottom-up initiative was
launched by a number of EU organisations interested in the active promotion of the
TT/KT profession. This gave birth to two EC funded FP6 and FP7 projects – Certified
Transnational Technology Transfer Manager (Cert-TTT-M project, 201156) and
European Knowledge Transfer Society (EuKTS project, 201357)– which have paved
the way for implementation of the CREST (ERAC) recommendations in the field of
KTT training. In these projects an EU-curriculum of the competencies necessary for
knowledge and technology transfer professionals as well as a three-layer system of
training and certification of KTT professionals were designed and laid out.
The first step in its implementation was accomplished by launching EukTS (an
accreditation and certification body established as a not-for-profit international
association and located in Brussels). At the moment EuKTS is a pioneering, fully
comprehensive accreditation and certification system, since it offers recognition at
all stages of the career of a KTT professional. Three pilot projects in Austria, Italy
and the Czech Republic, have resulted in hundreds of KTT students being awarded
EuKTS certificates at basic level. Applications for accreditation from five or six
countries are currently under consideration. More than 30 institutions from 15 EU
countries, plus Turkey, Macedonia and Serbia have already expressed their interest
and support for the scheme. Intensive discussions are ongoing regarding the
funding for launch of intermediate and advanced level certifications (the association
will be self-supporting within three years) and possible official recognition by the EC
authorities.
Discussions are also ongoing with other associations active in the certification of
TT/KT professionals worldwide such as CLP58 and ATTP59 regarding possibilities for
cooperation and mutual recognition.
The gaps in skills of KTOs as well as the changing landscape of knowledge cocreation underpin the importance of further deployment of EuKTS.
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To support this development, the EC is recommended to formally recognize the
EuKTS accreditation and certification system as a part of the European Qualifications
Framework (EQF). The MS are recommended, in addition, to incorporate education
on KT into their national accreditation systems. Furthermore, support in funding
programmes for the finalization and implementation of the EuKTS accreditation and
certification system within the EU would be beneficial (including, where possible its
crossover with (other) EU programmes with the aim of improving the level of the KT
profession).
In addition, the EC is recommended to support the development of training courses
by KT training providers compatible with this system in the MS and the
implementation of this system by interested KT training providers even outside the
EU. Finally the EC could stimulate KTOs to interact on a European level in order to
strengthen the support, the level and the intensity of knowledge exchange activity
in Europe. To this end, dedicated funding for KTO collaboration projects could be
made available on a regional, a national and a European level to boost the interplay
amongst innovation ecosystems in Europe.
University Academics: As discussed in Section 3.1.2 of Action 3, the role of
academics has been enhanced from only carrying out teaching and research, to
providing knowledge to their collaborative partner-innovators and, recently, to being
co-creators of knowledge with the stakeholders of innovation ecosystems. The
literature suggests that ‘star scientists’ are also the best co-creators60. Also, an EC
funded report on the state of EU university–business cooperation has recommended
that measures and corresponding effects should target academics since they are the
key to successful university–business interactions61.


Stimulate the education of excellent scientists so that they could operate in
interdisciplinary environments where skills for communication, innovation
entrepreneurship, and hands-on learning are important for addressing big
societal and business challenges62. A EC report (2013), which highlights lessons
learnt from the INNO Policy TrendChart and The Innovation Union Scoreboard,
states that funding allocated to support innovation skills development has been
smaller than expected63. Hence, the EC is recommended to do more to support
and fund the skill development of academics to engage in entrepreneurial
activities.



Support/stimulate the mobility of academics within the EU among different
public and private organizations since mobility encourages knowledge exchange
and mutual learning which will contribute to addressing this skill gap. A panEuropean study has revealed that industry placements ensure a high quality of
education, sound research and adequate preparation for diverse career
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pathways64. Another successful, mutually beneficial teaching-based approach is
the appointment of adjunct professors by Finnish universities. They are from
industry, but they are working in technological fields related to the expertise of
universities and they spend 20% of their time on university teaching65. This
instrument can be systematically improved when universities and businesses
collaboratively design research- or teaching-based placements with clearly
defined objectives and outcomes (UK national survey, Andersen et al. 2013).


Support spin-ins since they enable mutual knowledge exchange between
companies, universities and PROs. A spin-in is a model where a large company
inserts its daughter company into a university- or PRO-linked incubator to make
use of the ‘knowledge milieu’ there.
3.2.2 Embrace open science alongside open innovation

Across Europe and internationally there is a movement towards Open Science. This
movement is given further impetus by the technological opportunities in the digital
economy. Open Science is the umbrella term of the movement to make scientific
research, data and dissemination accessible to all levels of an inquiring society,
amateur or professional. It is often campaign led66.
It is important to stimulate the co-evolution of and the interaction between the
move towards Open Science and the OI challenges highlighted in this report, as this
will allow for scientific information, knowledge and data to be shared in a much
more effective and systematic way.
In order to enable this co-evolution and interaction, the strategic policy agenda of
the EC should consider implementing some key steps:


Develop academics’ skills and awareness. Empower academic communities to
understand the benefits of Open Science as they entail a wider dissemination of
and access to research outputs.



Develop coordinating mechanisms and infrastructures. Develop support
mechanisms to address many of the technical challenges associated with Open
Science policies.



Experiment with new platforms and business models as evidence of what works.
Design platforms and coordinating mechanisms to support access to scientific
output and results.
3.3 Adopt appropriate incentive schemes for academics, scientists and
KTO staff to engage in co-creation processes with the users of
academic knowledge

Universities and PROs cannot always easily change their traditional activities to
embrace co-creation and co-innovation. The EC should focus on taking the
necessary actions, so that, universities and PROs will reward scientists and KTOs by
recognising their entrepreneurial engagements beyond publications and obtaining
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patents. Also, the design of infrastructure that encourages knowledge co-creation
needs to be designed, such as joint research labs, OI networks, new initiatives for
SME–university collaboration, etc.
3.3.1 Adopt appropriate reward schemes for scientists and KTO staff
This changing landscape should be supported by recognizing and rewarding the
entrepreneurial engagements, beyond publications, of academics and scientists at
PROs, and the services provided by KTOs to academic entrepreneurs beyond
patents. Through case studies of four European universities of science and
technology in Finland, Ireland, Norway and Sweden a study has highlighted the
importance of linking teaching, research and exploitation activities since they create
synergies. The study highlighted that the challenge is to motivate the relevant
parties to create such a culture through appropriate reward mechanisms67.
The existing promotion mechanisms in the world of science, which mainly
acknowledge publications, restrict the involvement of early- and mid-career
scientists in entrepreneurial activities since they are pressured to develop their
publication profile. An exclusive emphasis on publication activity and its impact does
not sufficiently recognize and reward the involvement of academics in co-creation
endeavours as advocated above. Therefore, it is important to restructure and
complement existing reward and promotion systems for EU academic scientists by
reflecting on the change in their role towards more co-creation and entrepreneurial
activities, besides and alongside traditional teaching and research involvements. As
a consequence, it is important to design and develop novel incentive schemes for
academics that better take into account their role and their performance in OI cocreation activities as a full dimension of their academic endeavours.
Similarly, the performance measures of KTOs should not only take into account the
volume of IP engagement (i.e. number of patents obtained) but also the quality of
support services provided by them to academics to successfully co-create knowledge
with their users68.
3.3.2 Design infrastructures to support knowledge co-creation
The EC needs to ensure that an appropriate infrastructure framework is in place for
knowledge co-creation between academic institutions, PROs and their collaborative
partner-innovators. This includes the development of physical (e.g. joint research
labs) and institutional infrastructures (e.g. OI networks and co-creation platforms)
and the design of policy frameworks conducive to co-creation (e.g. open and flexible
IP mechanisms and the open science movement). This leads to the following set of
recommendations:
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Make funding available for new science–industry knowledge co-creation
mechanisms. A EC report69 highlights that, even though policy measures have
been shifting away from individual research subsidies towards collaborative
schemes, funding priorities could still do a better job in linking scientific and
technological research to innovation. Since there is a positive correlation
between funding allocated to science–industry links and involvement in
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collaborative innovation, the EC should aim to funding new knowledge cocreation mechanisms between EU universities, PROs and industry.


Stimulate the formation of joint research labs and the sharing of resources
between universities, public research organizations and businesses. A study
conducted in the Netherlands and France highlighted a myriad of benefits
received by co-locating technological platforms and other research
infrastructures, but emphasised the need to adopt effective ways to manage the
use of resources and to achieve both commercial and academic objectives70. In
successfully managed joint research arrangements, businesses and universities
independently conduct their own research activity, but align on infrastructure
capabilities that both parties can access. Company staff members are
temporarily or permanently seconded to labs located at universities, and vice
versa. As a result, university and company researchers share common resources
and equipment, collaboratively organise seminars, develop new advanced
methods of conducting research and share knowledge on an ongoing basis.
Whenever possible they conduct collaborative challenge-led research and
development. Horizon 2020 is encouraged to adopt this approach in its toolkit.
In the UK, this approach has enabled knowledge spillovers and the exploration
of new collaborative opportunities by university and company staff. The model
of joint research labs was found to be very successful at simultaneously meeting
the commercial needs of companies and the academic needs of universities71.



Support and encourage the use of specific OI networks that bring about
university interactions with businesses and other users. Networks are forums
that facilitate universities, businesses, local authorities and other stakeholders
to network and work together. A few successful examples of these in the EU are
the University of Glasgow Innovation Network, Eindhoven Open Innovation
network, Local Enterprise Partnerships in the UK, Entrepreneurship Stimulation
Programmes in Sweden72 and the University Industry Innovation Network based
in Germany. Also, intermediary organizations that link the stakeholders of
innovation ecosystems by creating open innovation forums/platforms can be
supported as they are found to be key to the entrepreneurial engagements of
universities73.



Stimulate SME–university interactions. While many businesses do engage with
universities, there are still too many businesses, especially SMEs that are not
reaping the rewards of collaboration. Not only financial incentives, but also other
support mechanisms, should be in place to bring about university–SME
interactions. A few successful initiatives are: (i) PathogenCombat (EU) that
provided useful contacts, up-to-date information and forums for interactions to
SMEs; (ii) the Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (EU) that
supports SME innovation and provides financial and business support services;
(iii) the Accelerator model (UK) where large firms act as intermediaries between
universities and SMEs; (iv) Mini-KTPs (UK) where funding and other support are
provided to SME–university collaborative projects. A review of such EU
programmes has revealed that while successful initiatives have to a great extent
contributed to improving SME–university interactions, there is still much work
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ahead: the central problems of trust, language, and legal and educational issues
are still impeding those processes74.

Further reading for Action 3
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Action 4: Create a smart funding
ecosystem in which open innovation
and knowledge transfer can thrive
Priorities and policy recommendations
1) Introduce and encourage the establishment of co-investment schemes to
address the financing and funding gaps in the innovation ecosystem in Europe.
The European Venture Capital Association acknowledges that it is important to bring
the ‘private sector’/private investors back to the venture capital market in Europe.
Clearly, venture capital (provided by both the government and private investors) is
needed to get the start-up companies through the valley of death (which can be
defined as the period between the initial capital contribution and the time the
company starts generating a steady stream of revenue).75 Here it should be noted
that private capital is not only needed to effectively address the financing and
funding gaps in proof of concept projects and the early to mid-stage development of
start-up companies, but also in the growth phase of promising small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) (sometimes referred to as the second ‘valley of death’) in
Europe (see Figure 3).76
It is important to note that helping SMEs get through the valley(s) of death (so that
they can reach their full potential) will undoubtedly further leverage knowledge
transfer (KT) and open innovation (OI) initiatives.77 It is here that a ’funding
ecosystem’ plays a crucial role. For instance, empirical research shows that high
potential growth SMEs thrive in well-developed venture capital ecosystems. What
can be done to create a funding ecosystem and make it better and more accessible
to SMEs? A straightforward answer is: The introduction of smart co-investment
schemes in which European public funding is used to provide a leverage effect to
investments from the private sector. We already observe an increasing interest in
investments in European SMEs, which offers an excellent opportunity for the
introduction of smart financing schemes.
Consider the corporate investors and family offices which have started to play an
important role in the European venture capital industry. Also, cash rich investors
from the US are willing to invest more in European start-up companies. Here it
should be noted that private investors are also experimenting with collaborative
funding models. Corporations that increasingly become anchor or general investors
in venture capital funds and the micro-VCs (or super-angels) are important
examples.
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2) Develop smart incentives and instruments that foster collaborative investments.
As mentioned, future policies need to focus on encouraging private-sector
investors to support innovation and entrepreneurship in Europe.
Corporate investors, banks, pension funds, insurance companies, angel investors,
family offices, foundations, (sovereign) wealth funds and alternative asset managers
need to be convinced that investing in innovation and entrepreneurship makes
sense from a financial and strategic perspective in the medium- to long-term, i.e.
that it will deliver attractive, sustainable financial and/or strategic returns at an
appropriate risk profile. This must be an overriding EU policy goal. Obviously, it is
not being recommended (as it is impossible) that one policy framework be created,
nor that national or regional policy schemes be standardized, but rather that more
awareness is facilitated among policymakers to install smarter incentives and
investment schemes that are attractive to private investors (including institutional
investors, corporations, family and angel investors) and encourage decisions to
make medium- to long-term investments in innovation and KT.
3) Stimulate online collaborative funding platforms.
Accessibility and speed are the key drivers behind the emergence and development
of crowdfunding platforms. What is even more important is the emergence of online
platforms that streamline the fundraising/investment process by matching high
potential growth SMEs with investors and letting investors syndicate deals. In this
regard, online platforms can stimulate the emergence of collaborative funding
models (as mentioned under point 1) above) and encourage long-term investments
(as mentioned under point 2 above).
4) More attention should be given to the ‘liquidity gap’ in Europe. Policymakers in
Europe should not only focus on the recovery of the IPO market, but also on the
establishment of a pre-IPO market.
One important effect of the sluggish IPO (i.e. Initial Public Offerings) market is the
focus on deregulation and the emergence of a new generation of securities markets.
These deregulated markets are considered important to stimulate entrepreneurial
activity and attract venture capital. However, the introduction of these new markets
and accompanying deregulatory measures are often not successful. One of the
reasons is that founders of (and investors in) emerging growth companies
increasingly believe that it is in the best interest of the company to remain private
as long as possible (mainly in order to avoid the cost of going and being public).
This development has led to another gap to be bridged in the funding ecosystem: A
liquidity gap. It is therefore not surprising that (1) companies build relationships
with private equity firms (e.g., Twitter and Blackrock) to provide pre-IPO liquidity to
employees, (2) NASDAQ enters into a joint venture with a private company shares
platform and (3) the Securities and Exchange Board in India announced plans to
allow SMEs to list their shares without an initial public offering (IPO) in October
2013.
Implications
The next sections of the report seek to provide some further insights and examples
regarding the above mentioned recommendations. How can they help policymakers
create a virtuous ‘funding ecosystem’ that (1) boosts venture capital fundraising
(particularly from private investors), (2) addresses the later-stage funding gaps (see
Figure 2) in Europe and makes venture capital (in the form of both debt and equity)
available to early-stage and later-stage growth companies, and (3) encourages
access to capital markets/stock exchanges in order to support the continued growth
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of these companies, while at the same time improving liquidity and exit
opportunities that enable venture capital funds to return capital to their investors.
Figure 2. Number of Venture Capital Deals in Europe and the United States

Source: Dow Jones VentureSource

The Action 4 sections highlights some of the challenges that European policymakers
face in their efforts to improve the funding ecosystem in which KT and OI initiatives
can thrive.
4.1 Introduce and encourage co-investment schemes
4.1.1 The role of finance in innovation ecosystems
In order to stimulate innovation, policymakers mainly focus on creating
environments in which governments increasingly partner with large corporations,
universities and knowledge and research institutions. These Triple Helix
collaborations are, among other things, directed at the establishment of knowledgeintensive service clusters in which the structure and dynamics of interactions among
the different actors drive the transfer of knowledge and provide other resources that
increase the potential for innovation, growth and value creation. The Triple Helix
approach has proven successful in that it has led to the formation of formal and
informal networks of entrepreneurs and other economic actors, thereby increasing
the availability of human capital and, more importantly, social capital78.
Consider Brainport in the Netherlands. Brainport is a business location that is
centered around Eindhoven in the Netherlands. It was established as a Triple Helix
cluster. This initiative is considered very successful in terms of R&D spending, the
production of patents and job creation. In 2011, companies invested €2.1 billion in
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research and innovation, which resulted in the production of 42% of the total
patents (approximately 1,100 patents) that were registered in the Netherlands.
More than 60,000 industry jobs were created in the region. In terms of
benchmarking the success of Brainport, the Triple Helix approach has arguably
generated an ecosystem for innovation that is among the best in the world. In 2011,
the Intelligent Community Forum named Eindhoven the ‘Intelligent Community of
the Year’. What is perhaps more important is that Forbes Magazine has ranked
Eindhoven as the most inventive city in the world (with 22.6 patents for every
10,000 residents) in 2013.79 To put this number in perspective, in the secondranked San Diego, which is considered the world leader in the clean technology
economy, this number is 8.9 patents for every 10,000 residents.
Despite the clear benefits of the Triple Helix model, there is a recognized concern
that the Brainport hub may not realize its full potential.80 Experts increasingly point
to a missing fourth helix (and sometimes even fifth helix): the citizens or user
communities (also called the ‘civil society’) and the ‘natural environments of
society’.81 There is something to the quadruple or quintuple helix model. The
unique collaboration among academia (research), industry and government focuses
on the creation of an engaging and stimulating environment for OI and KT activities.
However, the model does not include the drivers for knowledge production,
innovation and growth. This is where the civil society (fourth helix) and natural
environment (fifth helix) come into play. It is argued that these elements are
necessary to provide incentives to the ‘Triple Helix actors’ to drive economic, social
and environmental innovations to the market faster and more effectively.82
Still, there are problems with pushing the quadruple or quintuple helix models too
far. Firstly, the extended innovation models prove difficult to implement, because
they heavily rely on the actors’ willingness and ability to think and act beyond their
own functional boundaries. Secondly, the models arguably put too much emphasis
on the interrelations of human capital and social capital in the process of innovation
and collaboration, thereby ignoring the importance of financial capital and financially
driven incentives. These financial incentives are necessary to accelerate growth and
achieve market leadership. Venture capitalists and other risk capital providers can
and must play a crucial role not only in the area of KT and OI, but also as ‘social
impact’ investors that attempt to solve global economic, social and environmental
problems, such as global warming and healthy ageing.83 This brings us to the
challenges that policymakers and governments face in building a venture capital
ecosystem.
4.1.2 Joint public–private action in finance for innovation and
entrepreneurship
As mentioned, the focus on funding and supporting SMEs is important to encourage
KT and OI in the EU. It is therefore not surprising that SMEs will be encouraged to
participate across Horizon 2020 programmes through a new dedicated SME
instrument. This instrument aims to fill gaps in the financing and funding needs of
early-stage companies as well as high-risk research projects. It is expected that a
significant share of the total combined budgets of the 'Tackling Societal Challenges'
Specific Programme and the 'Leadership in Enabling and Industrial Technologies'
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objective will be devoted to SMEs. The new dedicated SME instrument will provide
easy access with simple rules and procedures. It will be used across all societal
challenges and the enabling and industrial technologies. The new instrument will
encourage SMEs to put forward their most innovative ideas with an EU dimension. It
will target highly innovative and research-driven SMEs which show a strong
ambition to develop, grow and internationalize. Only SMEs will be able to apply for
funding. The companies themselves can decide on how best to organize the project
and with whom to collaborate, including subcontracting tasks if they lack in-house
capabilities.
In order to make the SME instrument ‘smart’, private investors and public investors
should jointly act as diligent lead financiers. Co-financing of SMEs by (public but
preferably private) investors is a must. Serial entrepreneurs/fund managers could
act as coaches to the SMEs. Indeed, what is probably most important here is that
the funds operate as ‘public–private partnerships’ in which public funds are pooled
with capital from private investors.
As noted above, these public–private initiatives are preferably managed by private
sector fund managers who are not only in a better position to pick ‘winners’, but
also ensure that the funds are connected to the existing venture capital industry.
Venture capital fund managers and private investors are thus essential for the
success of the government programmes. The government (both at an EU and a MS
level) acts as a strategic investor. Its main objective and interest is the
development of a robust funding ecosystem.
Here it should be recommended that government initiatives typically are organized
as ‘revolving programmes’, which means that the government participates in the
distribution of returns and interests from initial investments. Profit distribution
arrangements require the fund managers to first return the invested capital to the
government and the private investors. However, unlike most government support
programmes, a new SME programme should be ‘smarter’ and designed to attract
and incentivize private investors, such as cash rich (European and non-European)
corporations and family offices. One way to do this is to split the profits (if and when
realized) disproportionally: (1) the government receives ‘just’ a fixed (and relatively
low) percentage; and (2) the remaining (and larger part of the) profits would then
be distributed to the private investors.
But there is more. Corporate investment and corporate partnering with PROs’ OI
and KT programmes, as well as with innovative SMEs and venture investors, hold
great potential for growth in the medium and long term. However, corporate
investments need to be actively encouraged by the EC. Particular attention should
be given to the interests of SMEs so that the corporate investment programmes
seek a win–win partnership. A smart EU-wide Accompanying Measure to foster
collaborative corporate venturing programmes could lead to a substantial increase of
the capital available to investment in PRO programmes as well as innovative SMEs.
Consider here the High-Tech Gründerfonds in Germany. The German public–private
partnership currently manages in excess of €550 million of committed capital in two
funds (€272 in Fund I and €301.5 million in Fund II) and invests mainly in emerging
growth SMEs in Germany. The German Federal Ministry of Economics and
Technology as well as kfW Banking Group are the ‘strategic’ anchor investors in the
two funds. The funds have been able to attract a significant number of corporate
investors. Corporate investors in Fund I (which started to make investments in
2005) include BASF, Robert Bosch, Daimler, Siemens, Deutsche Telekom, and Carl
Zeiss. Fund II, which began investing on 27 October 2011 and had a second close of
€301.5 million in December 2012, was able to attract even more corporate interest
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with commitments from ALTANA, BASF, B.Braun, Robert Bosch, CEWE Color,
Daimler, Deutsche Post DHL, Deutsche Telekom, Evonik, LANXESS, m+mv,
Metrogroup, Qiagen, RWE Innogy, SAP, Tengelmann, and Carl Zeiss. The
involvement of these corporations is arguably important to give technical and
market support to the entrepreneurial businesses. Interestingly, the High-Tech
Gründerfonds is one of Europe’s most active venture capital funds.
4.2 Create smart incentives and instruments that foster investments in
SMEs
Most EU Member States (MS) and their regions have very active policies and
incentives to encourage more and better private investment, including venture
capital, angel investors and technology transfer and lately also crowdfunding. This is
good, but the problem is that they are not aligned with each other and all too often
not aligned with the needs of private investors. Also, policies and incentives vary
from country to country, even from region to region and sometimes from one
government to the next. The conditions created by this patchwork of uncoordinated
incentives and policies have resulted in a fragmented, opaque and unstable
framework which is perceived as unattractive for investors looking at investing for
the long term.
Therefore, it is recommended to support national/regional policymakers to develop
smarter incentives for private investors in national or regional initiatives and
investment schemes. Such smart incentives for public financial instruments or
investment schemes are generally characterized by a number of principles which are
set out below:


Provide sufficient budget commitment - Allocate a sufficient budget and commit
for a sufficient time period to ensure acceptance.



Follow an intermediary or decentralized scheme with investment decisions made
by specialized intermediaries).



Implement co-investment funding alongside lead co-investors who are able to
pick winners and have ‘skin in the game’.



Implement
simple
qualification
criteria
focussing
on
management/
entrepreneurial skills as well as innovation excellence and growth potential by
market participants will facilitate a demand-driven approach.



Encourage specialized intermediaries to develop cross-border investment and
support activities with knowledge, experience and cross-regional networks in
specific sectors, technologies or societal needs across several MS. This is
preferred in order to achieve critical mass and financial sustainability.



Work with the cohesion/structural funds to deploy budgets available at the
regional level. Moreover, EC/EIB and national/regional funding should ideally be
pooled with the aim of having additional private capital available across regions.

Consider the introduction of a technology transfer financing scheme. In order for
this scheme to be labelled as ‘smart’, the following recommendations could be
considered. Firstly (and obviously), sufficient funds should be allocated to the
scheme to ensure EU-wide acceptance and impact. For instance, in order to bridge
the funding gap, a budget of at least €300 million should be allocated to the fund
(with €100 million for a pilot scheme in the first two years (2014–2015)). Secondly,
it is recommended that investment decisions be made by private actors (even if the
scheme should be managed by a specialized EU-wide entrusted entity such as the
EIB group). Thirdly, in order to achieve critical mass, specialized intermediaries from
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different MS should work together to develop cross-border investments and support
activities in specific sectors across MS. This decentralized and cross-border approach
will also provide an opportunity to deal with the market fragmentation in the EU.
Fourthly, these intermediaries should also be able to access already existing
schemes, such as the venture capital schemes and RSI schemes (partially
guaranteed loans) (see also Table 4.1).
4.3 Stimulate online collaborative funding platforms
Crowdfunding has evolved from a way to finance creative projects, such as books,
films and games, into a new type of entrepreneurial finance which has the potential
to significantly change the venture capital ecosystem. It makes it possible for earlystage start-up companies to raise ‘venture capital’ from a large group of individuals,
sidestepping the traditional fundraising process that includes lengthy due diligence
periods and tough negotiations over the pre-money valuation and contractual
terms84. Clearly, the ‘crowd’ investors, who invest relatively small amounts through
internet-based platforms – the crowdfunding websites – and/or through social
networks – such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn, needless contractual protection
(the small investment amounts do not justify close involvement in the growth
process of the start-up companies).
The emergence of new sources of financing can raise alarms among regulators and
market participants. Particularly, the uncertainty or ‘regulatory fog’ can reduce the
market’s confidence in the services offered, with negative consequences for the
venture capital ecosystem. We can already see that a wide range of regulatory
options, from industry self-regulation to governmental intervention, is being
considered in the area of crowdfunding85. Clearly, the following questions need to be
addressed: is there a credible role for best practice guidelines in improving the
venture capital ecosystem? Does each new initiative (equity-based crowdfunding)
require the introduction of governance guidelines specific to the initiative and its
business model? What institution or group is best placed to develop the right set of
principles? Do industry-based associations ensure the creation of optimal guidelines?
Answers to most of these questions can be found in practice which already shows
the emergence of distinctive guidelines for crowdfunding platforms. An example of a
self-regulatory initiative can be found in the UK where a self-regulatory body has
been established under the UK Crowdfunding Association (UKCFA). These initiatives
have also appeared at the European level. Consider the European Crowdfunding
Network (ECN). The goal of the self-regulatory bodies is clear: To provide
transparency and ensure that members operate according to minimum standards
without sacrificing the accessibility and speed that can make crowdfunding a real
success. The question remains whether the venture capital ecosystem can fully rely
on self-regulation? It is interesting to see that discussions about crowdfunding
standards have mainly emerged in countries where these platforms have a
significant presence.
It should be noted, however, that most commentators claim that the impact of
crowdfunding on the innovation ecosystem is exaggerated. Still, we argue that
equity-based crowdfunding or similar online initiatives have the potential to become
a serious alternative to traditional start-up funding if angel investors, family offices,
corporate venture capital funds and venture capitalists also start working off the
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Sameen and Quested (2013): Disrupted Innovation: Financing small innovative firms in the UK, Big
Innovation Centre.
O’Brien (2012): The future of crowd-sourced funding in the UK, Big Innovation Centre.
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crowdfunding platforms (see also Annex 2).86 Consider AngelList, an online platform
in the US, that streamlines the fundraising process by matching start-ups with
investors. The platform, which started in January 2010, is increasingly used by
start-up companies to get easy and speedy access to a ‘social network’ of qualifying
(with over US$ 1 million in personal wealth) and sophisticated angel investors.
Besides the fact that AngelList offers a platform for start-up companies to quickly
connect and negotiate seed and early stage financing, it also provides transparency
to the ecosystem by making it possible for investors to ‘follow’ companies and track
their growth and development.
The soaring popularity of AngelList among start-up companies has gradually drawn
venture capital firms, corporate venture capital units and other institutional
investors (that are eager to find early stage winners) to its network.87 According to
data collected by AngelList, 3,325 start-up companies were able to attract seed
financing – ranging from US$ 50,000 to US$ 1 million – in the period 2010–2012 (in
reality these numbers are probably much higher since not all deals are reported).
Moreover, companies that are ‘listed’ on AngelList have also been successful in
attracting follow-on rounds of finance: They have raised 230 series A rounds of
financing, 49 series B, 5 series C and 60 companies were acquired. It is only to be
expected that this number will rise significantly as AngelList has recently introduced
a ‘crowdfunding type’ service.
Interestingly, we see similar developments in Europe. Firstly, equity-based
crowdfunding grows in popularity. Secondly, Europe has had its own version of
AngelList since November 2012. Dealroom (previously known as NOAH Insider)
markets itself as a Pan-European tech-focused network that operates as a
matchmaker. On 31 August 2013, 4,264 technology businesses and 407 investors
were registered. Clearly, these developments cannot be ignored, but warrant further
research/support at an EU level.
4.4 Give attention to the liquidity gap
4.4.1 Gaps in the funding ecosystem
In addition to the recommendations listed above, it is acknowledged that new
funding schemes are currently being implemented or considered by European
policymakers. Since risk-capital instruments (such as loan finance, guarantees and
equity funding) that were introduced over the last decade have generally failed to
live up to the hopes and expectations of policymakers and governments, given its
risk profile, the new initiatives should be welcomed.88
Table 4.1 gives an overview of some of the new instruments in which the European
Investment Fund (EIF) is involved. There are, however, more examples. Consider
the design and implementation of an EU-wide proof of concept (PoC) scheme which
is a good example of capital efficiency since – with relatively low amounts of funding
– it will bring applied research closer to the attention of innovative companies,
particularly SMEs. One critical observation should be made here. The new funding
initiatives have to be ‘smart’ in the sense that their main purpose is to unleash
private capital.
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Colao (2012): Fred Wilson and the Death of Venture Capital, Forbes, 8 May 2012.
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Huffington Post, 20 September 2011.
Mazzucato (2013): The Entrepreneurial State, Debunking Public vs. Private Sector Myths, Anthem Press.
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Figure 3: Gaps in the funding ecosystem

Table 4.1: An overview of new EIF & EIB instruments
European Angels Fund
Corporate Innovation Platform (CorIP)
Risk Sharing Instrument (RSI) for Innovative SMEs and Small Mid-Caps
Growth Finance Initiative (GFI)
Mid-Cap Initiative (MCI)
Source: EIB and EIF Financing Instruments for Innovation

4.4.2 The growing need to develop platforms or encourage other
arrangements that can facilitate pre-IPO trading in the shares of
non-listed venture capital-backed firms
This gap is tied to the significant increase in the time that elapses between the
inception of the company, the first involvement of risk capital providers and their
ultimate exit. This gap could discourage early-stage investors from making the
necessary investments in start-ups. What is perhaps more important is that the
‘liquidity gap’ negatively affects the supply of entrepreneurs’ and start-up
companies’ ability to attract and retain talented employees (who often have
accepted a lower salary and additional payments in restricted shares and options).
In order to ensure a steady flow of top talent and capital support, new liquidity
options would thus seem to be required.89 Indeed, it is widely acknowledged that
investors place a high value on the liquidity that can be obtained when investing in a
portfolio company. This holds true for the many other parties that hold stakes in
high growth companies, such as founders and key employees. In light of the
extended exit horizon, the sudden paucity of venture capital-backed IPOs (i.e. Initial
Public Offerings) has ushered in a new era of venture capital financing. In this
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altered world, trade sales have become important and often even preferable exit
options for venture capitalists. Even though we can see a revival in the global IPO
market starting in 2010, it seems hard to believe that going public will recover its
traditional allure in Europe. It could be argued that by focusing on a trade sale exit,
portfolio companies will be ready for an exit scenario earlier than in the event of an
IPO, which currently takes close to seven years in the US. However, even though
venture capitalists have been able to design new preferable exit strategies, the
decrease in exit options still leads to liquidity gaps in the traditional venture capital
model.
In order to bridge the liquidity gap, there is a growing need to develop platforms or
encourage other arrangements that can facilitate pre-IPO trading in the shares of
non-listed venture capital-backed firms. It could be argued that these trading
platforms/arrangements will become a critical component of the venture capital
ecosystem (as they can bridge the liquidity gap in the ecosystem and reduce the
fragmentation of the venture capital industry). Consider, in this respect, the former
Facebook employee who approached SecondMarket – a US company that offered an
online marketplace for classes of stock in public companies and assets of defunct
companies that could not be sold on the public market – to assist him in selling his
stock options. This is indicative of the lack of liquidity options in 2008.
Clearly, the post-IPO fall in Facebook shares has dampened the excitement for the
private start-up stock platforms among private investors in the US. However,
governments and stock exchanges in Europe should not ignore the development of
these platforms. For instance, stock exchanges that integrate platforms for
secondary trading in shares of non-listed companies into their existing venues may
obtain a benefit in the increasingly fierce competition to dominate the market for
IPOs of high-growth firms. In fact, a segmented venue of this nature would allow
stock exchanges to create bonds with these firms early on in their life cycles.
This may make it more likely for firms with high-growth potential to undergo their
IPOs in the same venue that supplied their investors with pre-IPO liquidity, rather
than in competing exchanges. The joint venture between NASDAQ, a stock market
in the US (which has been a popular venue for high-growth companies to list their
shares) and private company trading platform SharesPost Inc. is an example of the
trend towards segmented stock markets. Another recent example can be found in
India. The Securities and Exchange Board of India allows listings of SMEs without an
IPO, a move expected to bridge the liquidity gap. The companies will be listed on a
platform which is open only to institutional (professional) investors (in order to
avoid the introduction of stringent regulations).
Further reading for Action 4


Appendix 2 to this report: Dittmer, McCahery and Vermeulen (2013): The ‘New’
Venture Capital Cycle and the Role of Governments: The Emergence of
Collaborative Funding Models and Platforms, Background Paper to the Report
‘Boosting Innovation and Knowledge Transfer in the European Union’ (Expert
Group on Open Innovation and Knowledge Transfer).



Lerner (2012): The Architecture of Innovation, The Economics of Creative
Organizations, Harvard Business Review Press.



Mazzucato (2013): The Entrepreneurial State, Debunking Public vs. Private
Sector Myths, Anthem Press.



Lerner (2009): Boulevard of Broken Dreams: Why Public Efforts to Boost
Entrepreneurship and Venture Capital Have Failed – and What to Do About It
(Kauffman Foundation Series on Innovation and Entrepreneurship).
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Conclusion – Make Europe more
enterprising
The only way forward – innovate!
The launch of an EU Expert Group on Open Innovation (OI) and Knowledge Transfer
(KT) could hardly have been more timely. As identified in the first section
‘Knowledge transfer and open Innovation: Key elements in the policy agenda of the
European Commission’ we face two existential challenges: (1) how to create
sustainable growth given the vast overhang of public and private debt and (2) how
to do this given the transformational impact of disruptive technologies (e.g. the
impact of the newly emerging Key Enabling Technologies) on traditional models for
business and public sector organizations (e.g. energy and health, banks),
universities and public research organizations (PROs). Asia and North America face
similar challenges.
Our response has to be smart, radical and above all innovative, imposing a new
urgency on businesses, universities, PROs, financial institutions, intellectual property
providers, and government to work together in a clear-eyed and decisive way. The
only way forward is to innovate our way out of this crisis.
This Expert Group has integrated a consistent set of contributions on the challenges,
priorities and policy implications for boosting OI and KT to bring growth, innovation
opportunities and prosperity back into the EU. We thereby address the key question
that lie at the heart:
How to build an enterprising Union in which our businesses, universities, public
research organizations, financial institutions, intellectual property providers, and
member states co-innovate to solve the European challenges?
For the EU to continuously raise and reach its growth potential, it has to be
thoroughly enterprising. The way forward indicates that an enterprising Union must
turn the global challenges posed by financial crises, climate change, sustainability,
green growth, health and the ageing population, the digital economy and other
areas facing disruptive forces into growth opportunities.
Key highlights of the recommendations explained in Actions 1 to 4 are listed below.
We believe that they will especially enable the Innovation Union, including the
European Research Area, by stimulating a genuine single market for knowledge and
research, while reducing fragmentation and accelerating research, development and
market deployment for innovations to tackle major societal challenges; while pooling
expertise and resources; and while boosting the competitiveness of EU industries
and firms.
If implemented well, these recommendations will enable the EU to get more value
for the money invested in education, R&D and innovation, and to provide better
access to finance, particularly for SMEs, and smarter and more ambitious
governance and regulation of our knowledge domains, universities, PROs and
intellectual property (IP) system.
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Highlights of the priorities and policy recommendations to boost OI and KT
in the EU
The details listed below are explained in full in the priorities and policy
recommendations in the chapters named Actions 1 to 4. They are hereafter
qualified, taking into account the extent to which they further articulate an existing
ambition, adjust existing ambitions or create new ambitions.
Firstly, the foundation of the ‘Innovation Union’ must rest on a critical mass of public
and private investments in R&D. An enterprising Union must also offer better modes
of coordination across the economic actors involved in order to enhance
productivity, output and innovation rates. This implies challenges to the member
states (MS), businesses, universities, PROs, financial institutions, and the IP system:
1)

STICK TO EXISTING AMBITION: Stick to and reach the 3% norm regarding
public and private R&D investment as a percentage of EU GDP to improve EU
long-term dynamic innovation and economic competitiveness.

2)

NEW AMBITION: Implement a European-wide Open Innovation 2.0 policy where
relevant stakeholders in Europe from academia, business, government, and
society are collaborating along and across industry and sector specific value
chains to co-create solutions for the grand socio-economic challenges (e.g.
sustainability and health) and for business challenges (e.g. new business
models). This co-creation process should join efforts at the EU, member state
and regional level.

3)

ADJUST EXISTING AMBITIONS: Through the implementation of a harmonized
European high quality, informed and influential IP policy, the EU can become an
even more attractive place for creators and users of IP, including public and
private research organizations as well as businesses.

4)

ADJUST EXISTING AMBITIONS: Develop intelligence and monitoring systems
on EU and MS level capturing how well our organizations, institutions and
regions attune to the OI ecosystem needs, and translate their findings into
performance metrics or diagnostic tools of key performance indicators.

Secondly, an enterprising Union must also build and grow innovative markets,
places and networks. There are challenges to competiveness, to industrial
organization, to demand, to business models and to social entrepreneurship:
5)

NEW AMBITION: It should be a core aim of the EC to stimulate firm growth by
reducing European market fragmentation, while fostering faster market access
and development through OI and KT practices. To this end, the EC is
encouraged to reconsider its competition policy frameworks and allow for
stimulating the development and growth (or scaling-up) of prospective, infant
industries while at the same time maintaining a dynamic competitive single
market environment.

6)

MAKE EXISTING INITIATIVES TANGIBLE AND CONCRETE: Now that the EC has
embraced smart specialization as a policy concept, it should develop a tangible
and real ‘smart specialization’ strategy framework in order to operationalize and
to capture pan-European, cross-border specialization and collaboration
opportunities.

7)

NEW AMBITION: Actively stimulate and support user-driven innovation by
translating and connecting major societal challenges into market opportunities
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using a shared value innovation model, empowering our user-citizens and
embracing OI business models through stimulating access to novel key enabling
technologies (KETs) in such areas as health, energy, big data, etc.
Thirdly, an enterprising Union must enhance the role of universities as co-creators
and as interactive partners in innovation systems. There are challenges to
universities’ co-creation capabilities, to the design of incentives for academics when
working with users and to the absorptive capacity of academic knowledge within
firms. An enterprising Union must therefore enhance the skills for OI across the
industry–science spectrum. This involves challenges to the management and
leadership skills within the KT profession as well as the support of ‘good’ governance
practices of the European universities:
8)

NEW AMBITION: MS and the EC should stimulate universities and public
research organizations to develop and adopt a Charter and Code in their
Entrepreneurial and Innovation Policy. Such a policy code can build upon the
same approach as the ‘HR Strategy for Researchers’ (HRS4R). The articulation
and adoption of such a code should be recognized by the EC as a quality label,
for instance in funding programmes. A Policy Charter and Code in universities
and PROs’ entrepreneurial and innovation goals is not about implementing more
rules, but about ensuring that they are encouraged to actively embrace more
entrepreneurial objectives. This approach should lead to more strategic
flexibility at the national and regional level, accepting that ‘regional universities’
and the so-called ‘elite universities’ and PROs become more autonomous and
rewarded each for their unique and targeted contributions to the innovation
ecosystem.

9)

NEW AMBITION: The EC needs to put measures in place to ensure that ‘OI and
KT’ as a ‘profession’ is recognized in universities and public research
organizations, in order to update the skills to support OI. The knowledge
transfer offices (KTOs) should play a central role in this process of professional
development and maturation.

10) ADJUST EXISTING AMBITIONS: EU universities and public research
organizations need to adopt appropriate incentive schemes for scientists and
KTO staff to engage in co-creation processes with the users of the knowledge
they generate. These should be incorporated into performance indicators for
career progression and anchored on University-PRO level. The incentive
schemes also involve incentives for incubation and spin-offs, as well as
incentives to build appropriate infrastructures that ensure the co-creation
between research institutions and the users of their knowledge. This includes
the development of physical infrastructures (e.g. joint research labs) and other
institutional infrastructures.
Fourthly, an enterprising Union must build more innovation-friendly financial
instruments and institutions. In particular, it must create a smart funding ecosystem
in which OI and KT can thrive:
11) NEW AMBITION: Based upon private–public initiatives, the EC must introduce
and encourage the establishment of co-investment schemes to address the
financing and funding gaps in the innovation ecosystem in Europe.
12) NEW AMBITION: Develop smart incentives and instruments that foster
collaborative investments. Corporate investors, banks, pension funds, insurance
companies, angel investors, family offices, foundations, (sovereign) wealth
funds and alternative asset managers need to be convinced that investing in
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innovation and entrepreneurship makes sense from a financial and strategic
perspective in the medium- to long-term, i.e. that it will deliver attractive,
sustainable financial and/or strategic returns at an appropriate risk profile.
13) NEW AMBITION: The EC must stimulate the emergence and development of
online collaborative funding platforms, including crowdfunding, where capital
accessibility and speed are the key drivers.
14) ATTENTION NEEDED: More attention should be given to the ‘liquidity gap’ in
Europe. Policymakers in Europe should not only focus on the recovery of the
IPO market, but also on the establishment of a pre-IPO market for equity- and
debt-financing. One important effect of the sluggish IPO market is the focus on
deregulation and the emergence of a new generation of securities markets.
A new open innovation policy paradigm – As genuine co-creators, EU
stakeholders must be more open, more networked, more collaborative, and
more absorptive of external ideas.
For the EU to succeed in the twenty first century, its policies have to be more daring
and more effective in bringing innovations into the markets to solve the present
economic and societal challenges. This is exactly what the Innovation Union
initiative seeks to accomplish.
As argued from the outset of this report, policy must focus on the role played by the
actors or stakeholders to understand the interplay between their organizations,
emphasising an OI mindset as the key to unleashing growth. How organizations – or
people within them to be precise – absorb each other’s ideas, needs and
propositions and then co-shape actions is key to the co-creation process. It is
evident that this engenders a paradigm shift in policy (see below Figure 4).
Government policy has moved from the linear model of science policy in the 1950s–
60s (i.e. a research-driven approach), which primarily focused on supporting the
basic research base, to technology policy in the 1970s and 1980s with clear
utilitarian – often engineering – perspectives (i.e. technology push and market pull
approaches). More recently, innovation policy in the 1990s–2000s incorporated a KT
mission through building institutions, e.g. technology transfer offices in universities
and tighter IP enforcement. This focus clearly embraces the move towards a new OI
landscape with a major focus on people and a more OI infrastructure.
This means that all the EU stakeholders – businesses, universities, PROs, financial
institutions, citizens, EU institutions and MS’ governments – need to be more open,
more networked, more collaborative, and more absorptive of external ideas. The EC,
the MS’ governments, universities, PROs, local communities and financial
institutions have no option but to sponsor such open, networked and collaborative
innovation-led growth on which, in different ways, their own intellectual, operational
and financial vitality will increasingly depend. That is why the ‘Innovation Union’
initiative needs to put the emphasis on stimulating OI and KT among all these
stakeholders.
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Figure 4. Paradigm shifts in science, technology and innovation policy.

Source: Andersen et al. (2013)90 – Even though the major focus and activities in each historical epoch of
science, technology and innovation policy were different in each era, it should be noted that these are not
contrasting shifts from one policy to another, but rather building upon the achievements of one to the other.

The international evidence is unambiguous. Successful clusters of firms grow in selfconsciously designed ecosystems in which there are ‘thick’ relationship networks
between economic anchor institutions – from banks to universities – with both high
absorptive capacity to the external and the new, and who actively seek to promote
creative external relationships. This is the mechanism through which opportunities
can be seized and the many risks associated with investment and innovation at the
knowledge frontier mitigated. As we have established in the previous sections
(Actions 1–4), some building blocks of what is needed are already in place: we do
not start in a completely green field.
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A high level independent Expert Group on Knowledge Transfer
and Open Innovation was set up at the end of 2012 to assess
if there is a case for more policy action on Open Innovation and
Knowledge Transfer. In order to meet the objective, the Expert
Group considered whether Europe performs below its potential
in creating value out of knowledge and ideas, and what can be
done to foster knowledge sharing and utilisation.
Europe faces two existential challenges: (1) how to create sustainable growth given the vast overhang of public and private
debt and (2) how to do this given the transformational impact
of disruptive technologies on traditional models for business
and public sector organizations, banks, universities and public
research organizations. The response to the challenges Europe
is facing has to be smart, radical and above all, innovative. For
the EU to continuously raise and reach its growth potential, it
has to be innovative and thoroughly enterprising.
This report delivers a new, advanced Open Innovation paradigm:
building and funding ecosystems for co-creation. It provides a
coherent whole of policy recommendations for Open Innovation and Knowledge Transfer, across four priority areas where
this Expert Group recognizes that actions must be taken. The
necessary building blocks for an ecosystem for co-creation
are: 1) to put Open Innovation and Knowledge transfer in the
spotlight; 2) to embrace innovative businesses, grow innovative
markets, innovation hubs and networks; 3) to make Universities
and PROs more entrepreneurial and 4) the smart integration of
capital into the ecosystem.
In order to bring Open Innovation and Knowledge Transfer to
the next level it is essential to build an ecosystem in which
Open Innovation and Knowledge Transfer, or co-creation, can
thrive. An ecosystem for co-creation in turn will breed trust,
visibility and transparency. Co-creation ecosystems will thereby
act as magnets for innovation and economic development.
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